
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While public health o.cials and mainstream media claim the COVID-19 pandemic is now “a

pandemic of the unvaccinated,”  we now know this claim is based on highly misleading statistics.

In a July 16, 2021, White House press brieKng,  U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

director Dr. Rochelle Walensky claimed that “over 97% of people who are entering the hospital

right now are unvaccinated.” A few weeks later, in an August 5, 2021, statement, she inadvertently

revealed how that statistic actually came about.

As it turns out, the CDC was looking at hospitalization and mortality data from January through

June 2021 — a timeframe during which the vast majority of the U.S. population were still

unvaccinated.

But that’s not the case at all now. The CDC is also playing with statistics in other ways to create

the false and inaccurate impression that unvaccinated people make up the bulk of infections,

hospitalizations and deaths. For example, we now Knd out the agency is counting anyone who

died within the Krst 14 days post-injection as unvaccinated.

Not only does this inaccurately in^ate the unvaccinated death toll, but it also hides the real

dangers of the COVID shots, as the vast majority of deaths from these shots occur within the Krst

two weeks.  Now their deaths are counted as unvaccinated deaths rather than being counted as

deaths due to vaccine injury or COVID-19 breakthrough infections!

How CDC Counts Breakthrough Cases

According to the CDC,  you’re not counted as fully vaccinated until a full 14 days have passed

since your second injection in the case of PKzer or Moderna, or 14 days after your Krst dose of

Janssen. This is how the CDC deKnes a vaccine breakthrough case:

“… a vaccine breakthrough infection is de5ned as the detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA or

antigen in a respiratory specimen collected from a person ≥14 days after they have

completed all recommended doses of a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-

authorized COVID-19 vaccine.”

In other words, if you’ve received one dose of PKzer or Moderna and develop symptomatic

COVID-19, get admitted to the hospital and/or die from COVID, you’re counted as an unvaccinated

case. If you’ve received two doses and get ill within 14 days, you’re still counted as an

unvaccinated case.

The problem with this is that over 80% of hospitalizations and deaths appear to be occurring

among those who have received the jabs, but this reality is hidden by the way cases are deKned

and counted. A really clever and common strategy of the CDC during the pandemic has been to

change the deKnitions and goalposts so it supports their nefarious narrative.

For example, the CDC has quietly changed the deKnition of “vaccine,” apparently in an attempt to

validate calling the COVID mRNA gene therapies vaccines. In an August 26, 2021, archived

version  of vaccine, the CDC deKnes it as a “product that stimulates a person’s immune system to

produce immunity to a speciKc disease, protecting the person from that disease.”

But a few days later, a new deKnition appeared on the CDC’s website,  which now says a vaccine

is a “preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases.” The

differences in the deKnitions are subtle but distinct: The Krst one deKned a vaccine as something

that will “produce immunity.”

But, since the COVID-19 vaccines are not designed to stop infection but, rather, to only lessen the

degree of infection, it becomes obvious that the new deKnition was created to cover the COVID

vaccines.

Different Testing Guidelines for Vaxxed and Unvaxxed

It’s not just the CDC’s deKnition of a breakthrough case that skews the data. Even more egregious

and illogical is the fact that the CDC even has two different sets of testing guidelines — one for

vaccinated patients and another for the unvaccinated.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the CDC has recommended a PCR test cycle threshold (CT)

of 40.  This ^ies in the face of scientiKc consensus, which has long been that a CT over 35 will

produce 97% false positives,  essentially rendering the test useless.

In mid-May 2021, the CDC Knally lowered its recommended CT count, but only for patients who

have received one or more COVID shots.  So, if you have received a COVID injection, the CDC’s

guidelines call for your PCR test to be run at a CT of 28 or less. If you are unvaccinated, your PCR

test is to be run at a CT of 40, which grossly overestimates the true prevalence of infection.

The end result is that unvaccinated individuals who get tested are FAR more prone to get false

positives, while those who have received the jab are more likely to get an accurate diagnosis of

infection.

Only Hospitalization and Death Count if You’re COVID Jabbed

Even that’s not all. The CDC also hides vaccine failures and props up the “pandemic of the

unvaccinated” narrative by only counting breakthrough cases that result in hospitalization or

death.

In other words, if you got your second COVID shot more than 14 days ago and you develop

symptoms, you do not count as a breakthrough case unless you’re admitted to the hospital

and/or die from COVID-19 in the hospital, even if you test positive. So, to summarize, COVID

breakthrough cases count only if all of the following apply:

The patient received the second dose of the PKzer or Moderna shot at least 14 days ago (or

one dose in case of Johnson & Johnson’s single-dose injection)

The patient tests positive for SARS-CoV-2 using a CT of 28 or less, which avoids false

positives

The patient is admitted to the hospital for COVID-19 and/or dies in the hospital

Vaccinated Probably Make Up Bulk of Hospitalizations

If vaccinated and unvaccinated were not treated with such varying standards, we’d probably Knd

that the vaccinated now make up the bulk of hospitalizations, making the COVID pandemic one of

the vaccinated. An August 30, 2021, exposé by The Epoch Times reveals what’s really happening

on the front lines:

“After a battery of testing, my friend was diagnosed with pancreatitis. But it was easier

for the hospital bureaucracy to register the admission as a COVID case … The

mainstream media is reporting that severe COVID cases are mainly among unvaccinated

people … Is that what’s really going on?

It’s certainly not the case in Israel, the 5rst country to fully vaccinate a majority of its

citizens against the virus. Now it has one of the highest daily infection rates and the

majority of people catching the virus (77 percent to 83 percent, depending on age) are

already vaccinated, according to data collected by the Israeli government …

After admission, I spoke to the nurse on the COVID ward … The nurse told me that she

had gotten both vaccines but she was feeling worried: ‘Two thirds of my patients are fully

vaccinated,’ she said. How can there be such a disconnect between what the COVID ward

nurse told me and the mainstream media reports?”

The heart of the problem is that the U.S. is not even trying to achieve an accurate count. As noted

by The Epoch Times, “the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have publicly

acknowledged that they do not have accurate data.”

So, when you hear that cases are rising, and that most of them are unvaccinated, you need to ask:

“Are these people who have had one vaccine and gotten sick, two vaccines and gotten sick, or no

vaccines at all? Without more details, it is impossible to know what is really going on,” The Epoch

Times says.

All we do know, according to one doctor who spoke with The Epoch Times, is “the vaccines are

not as effective as public health o.cials told us they would be. ‘This is a product that’s not doing

what it’s supposed to do. It’s supposed to stop transmission of this virus and it’s not doing that.’”

Counting Non-COVID Illness as COVID Cases

On top of all of that, hospitals are still also reporting non-COVID related illnesses as COVID. As

reported by The Epoch Times:

“Health authorities around the world have been doing this since the beginning of the

COVID crisis. For example, a young man in Orange County, Florida who died in a

motorcycle crash last summer was originally considered a COVID death by state health

o]cials …

And a middle-aged construction worker fell off a ladder in Croatia and was also counted

as a death from COVID … To muddy the waters further, even people who test negative for

COVID are sometimes counted as COVID deaths.

Consider the case of 26-year-old Matthew Irvin, a father of three from Yamhill County,

Oregon. As reported by KGW8 News, Irvin went to the ER with stomach pain, nausea, and

diarrhea on July 5, 2020. But instead of admitting him to the hospital, the doctors sent

him home.

Five days later, on July 10, 2020, Irvin died. Though his COVID test came back negative

two days after his death and his family told reporters and public health o]cials that no

one Irvin had been around had any COVID symptoms, the medical examiner allegedly told

the family that an autopsy was not necessary, listing his death as a coronavirus case. It

took the Oregon Health Authority two and a half months to correct the mistake.

In an even more striking example of overcounting COVID deaths, a nursing home in New

Jersey that only has 90 beds was wrongly reported as having 753 deaths from COVID.

According to a spokesman, they had fewer than twenty deaths. In other words, the

number of deaths was over-reported by 3,700 percent.”

No Need to Fear the Delta Variant if You’re Unvaccinated

In a June 29, 2021, interview,  Fauci called the Delta variant “a game-changer” for unvaccinated

people, warning it will devastate the unvaccinated population while vaccinated individuals are

protected against it. Alas, in the real world, the converse is turning out to be true, as the Delta

variant is running wild primarily among those who got the COVID jab.

“ The Delta variant contains three different
mutations, all in the spike protein. This allows this
variant to evade the immune responses in those
who have received the COVID jabs, but not those
who have natural immunity, which is much
broader.”

In a June 30, 2021, appearance on Fox News (video above), epidemiologist and cardiologist Dr.

Peter McCullough pointed out that “It is very clear from the U.K. Technical BrieKng  that was

published June 18 that the vaccine provides no protection against the Delta variant.”

The reason for this is because the Delta variant contains three different mutations, all in the spike

protein. This allows this variant to evade the immune responses in those who have received the

COVID jabs, but not those who have natural immunity, which is much broader.

Even so, the Delta variant is far milder than previous variants, according to the U.K.’s June 18,

2021, Technical BrieKng.  In it, they present data showing the Delta variant is more contagious

but far less deadly and easier to treat. As McCullough told Fox News:

“Whether you get the vaccine or not, patients will get some very mild symptoms like a

cold and they can be easily managed … Patients who have severe symptoms or at high

risk, we can use simple drug combinations at home and get them through the illness. So,

there’s no reason now to push vaccinations.”

Contrast that with the following statement made by President Biden during a CNN town hall

meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio, in late July 2021:

“We have a pandemic for those who haven't gotten a vaccination. It's that basic, that

simple. If you're vaccinated, you're not going to be hospitalized, not going to the ICU unit,

and not going to die. You're not going to get COVID if you have these vaccinations."

However, Dr. Leana Wen, an emergency doctor and visiting professor of health policy and

management at George Washington University's Milken School of Public Health in Washington,

D.C., contradicted the president, saying he had led the American astray by telling them you don’t

need a mask if you’re vaccinated, or that you can’t get it or transmit it. As reported by CNN

Health:

“In particular, Wen took issue with Biden's incorrect claims that you cannot contract

Covid-19 or the Delta variant if you are vaccinated. ‘I was actually disappointed,’ Wen

said. ‘I actually thought he was answering questions as if it were a month ago. He's not

really meeting the realities of what's happening on the ground. I think he may have led

people astray.’"

CNN added that Wen had told their political commentator Anderson Cooper that “many unknown

answers remain related to Covid-19, and that it is still not known how well protected vaccinated

individuals are from mild illness … [or] if you're vaccinated, could you still be contagious to other

people.”

Vaccinated Patients Flood Hospitals Around the World

The U.K. data showing the Delta variant is far milder than previous SARS-CoV-2 viruses de^ates

the claim that avoiding severe illness is a sign that the shots are working. Since the Delta variant

typically doesn’t cause severe illness in the Krst place, it doesn’t make sense to attribute milder

illness to the shot.

But if Delta is the mildest coronavirus variant yet, why are so many “vaccinated” people ending up

in the hospital? While we still do not have clear conKrmation, this could be a sign that antibody

dependent enhancement (ADE) is at work. Alternatively, it could be that vaccine injuries are being

misreported as breakthrough cases.

Whatever the case may be, real-world data from areas with high COVID jab rates show a

disturbing trend. For example, August 1, 2021, the director of Israel’s Public Health Services, Dr.

Sharon Alroy-Preis, announced half of all COVID-19 infections were among the fully vaccinated.

Signs of more serious disease among fully vaccinated are also emerging, she said, particularly in

those over the age of 60.

A few days later, August 5, 2021, Dr. Kobi Haviv, director of the Herzog Hospital in Jerusalem,

appeared on Channel 13 News, reporting that 95% of severely ill COVID-19 patients are fully

vaccinated, and that they make up 85% to 90% of COVID-related hospitalizations overall.

In Scotland, o.cial data on hospitalizations and deaths show 87% of those who have died from

COVID-19 in the third wave that began in early July were vaccinated.

In Gibraltar, which has a 99% COVID jab compliance rate, COVID cases have risen by 2,500% since

June 1, 2021,  and in Iceland, where over 82% have received the shots, 77% of new COVID cases

are among the fully vaccinated.

Data from the U.K. show a similar trend among those over the age of 50. In this age group,

partially and fully “vaccinated” people account for 68% of hospitalizations and 70% of COVID

deaths.

A CDC investigation of an outbreak in Barnstable County, Massachusetts, between July 6, 2021,

through July 25, 2021, found 74% of those who received a diagnosis of COVID19, and 80% of

hospitalizations, were among the fully vaccinated.  Most, but not all, had the Delta variant.

The CDC also found that fully vaccinated individuals who contract the infection have as high a

viral load in their nasal passages as unvaccinated individuals who get infected.  The same was

found in a British study, a preprint of which was posted mid-August 2021.  This means the

vaccinated are just as infectious as the unvaccinated.

Interestingly, a Lancet preprint study  that examined breakthrough infections in health care

workers in Vietnam who received the AstraZeneca COVID shot found the “viral loads of

breakthrough Delta variant infection cases were 251 times higher than those of cases infected

with old strains detected between March-April 2020.”

What’s more, they found no correlation between vaccine-induced neutralizing antibody levels and

viral loads or the development of symptoms. According to the authors:

“Breakthrough Delta variant infections are associated with high viral loads, prolonged

PCR positivity, and low levels of vaccine-induced neutralizing antibodies, explaining the

transmission between the vaccinated people.”

Not All Vaccinated Are ConQrmed Vaccinated

As if all of that weren’t enough, there’s yet one more confounder. Just because you got the COVID

shot does not mean you’ve been conKrmed as having gotten the shot. You’re only conKrmed

“vaccinated” if your COVID injection is added to your medical record, and this sometimes doesn’t

happen if you’re going to a temporary vaccination clinic, a drive-through or pharmacy, for

example. As reported by CNN:

“If you are among the countless people who didn't get the doses at a primary care

doctor's o]ce, there may not be any record of the vaccination on 5le with your doctor.”

To actually count as a “conKrmed vaccinated” individual, you must send your vaccination card to

your primary care physician’s o.ce and have them add it to your electronic medical record. If you

got the shot at a pharmacy, you’ll need to verify that they forwarded your proof of vaccination to

your doctor. Primary care o.ces are then responsible for sharing their patients’ immunization

data with the state’s immunization information system.

Patient-recorded proof of vaccination is only accepted for in^uenza and pneumococcal vaccines,

not COVID-19 injections.  What this all means is that, say you got the shot several weeks ago at

a drive-through vaccination clinic and get admitted to the hospital with COVID symptoms. Unless

your COVID shot status has actually been added into the medical system, you will not count as

“vaccinated.”

This too can skew the statistics, because we know the CDC ascertains vaccination status by

matching SARS-CoV-2 case surveillance and CAIR2 data using person-level identiKers and

algorithms.

As noted by John Zurlo, division director of infectious disease at Thomas Jefferson University,

“the lack of reliable vaccine records complicates efforts to precisely understand vaccine

effectiveness and determine how many local hospitalizations and deaths are resulting from

COVID-19 breakthrough infections.”

We’re in the Largest Clinical Trial in Medical History

In closing, it’s worth remembering that the COVID injection campaign is part and parcel of a

clinical trial. As noted Dr. Lidiya Angelova in a recent Genuine Prospect article:

“Many people are unaware that they are participating in the largest clinical trial test of

our times. It is because World Health Organization, healthcare authorities, politicians,

celebrities, and journalists promote the experimental medical treatments (wrongly called

COVID-19 vaccines) as safe and e]cient while in fact these treatments are in early

clinical research stage.

It means that there is not enough data for such claims and that the people who

participate are test subject.”

As shown in a graph on Genuine Prospect, under normal circumstances, clinical research follows

a strict protocol that begins with tests on cell cultures. After that comes tests on animals, then

limited human testing in four phases. In Phase 1 of human testing, up to 100 people are included

and followed anywhere from one week to several months.

Phase 2 typically includes several hundred participants and lasts up to two years. In Phase 3,

several hundred to 3,000 participants are tested upon for one to four years. Phase 4 typically

includes several thousand individuals who are followed for at least one year or longer. After each

phase, the data is examined to assess effectiveness and adverse reactions.

The timelines for these stages and phases were not followed for the COVID “vaccines.” Most

Phase 3 trials concluded by the end of 2020, and everyone who got the shots since their rollout

under emergency use authorization is part of a Phase 4 clinical trial, whether they realize it or

not.  And since the trials are not completed, you simply cannot make deKnitive claims about

safety, especially long-term safety. As noted by Angelova:

“When I worked at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) … I

went to the course Ethical and Regulatory Aspects of Clinical Research … The 5rst rule

we learnt was ‘Clinical research must be ethical’ … All ethical aspects of clinical research

are dismissed with the COVID-19 vaccines.

People should know that nobody can require such to participate in everyday activities like

using public transportation, shopping, going to school and even hospital. People should

know that they should not be punished for refusing to take the experimental medical

treatments.

COVID-19 vaccines mass use and COVID-19 measures are an infringe[ment] of the

Articles 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, 20, 25, 27, 28 of The Universal Declaration of Human

Rights (UDHR).”
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Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, you’re not counted

as fully vaccinated until a full 14 days have passed since your second injection in the

case of PKzer or Moderna, or 14 days after your Krst dose of Janssen, despite the

fact that over 80% of deaths after the vaccines occur in this window. How convenient

'

Anyone who dies within the Krst 14 days post-injection is counted as an

unvaccinated death. Not only does this inaccurately in^ate the unvaccinated death

toll, but it also hides the real dangers of the COVID shots, as the vast majority of

deaths from these shots occur within the Krst two weeks

'

The CDC also has two different sets of testing guidelines — one for vaccinated patients and another for the unvaccinated. If you’re

unvaccinated, CDC guidance says to use a cycle threshold (CT) of 40, known to result in false positives. If you’re vaccinated, they

recommend using a CT of 28 or less, which minimizes the risk of false positives

'

The CDC also hides vaccine failures and props up the “pandemic of the unvaccinated” narrative by only counting breakthrough cases that

result in hospitalization or death

'

Hospitals are still also reporting non-COVID related illnesses as COVID-19'
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My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.
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How is it that a vaccine is so safe that you have to blackmail people to get it for a virus that is so deadly that you have to get a test to

know that you have it?  Just wondering....
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And if it’s so safe what about the adverse effects including death? 

🤔
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Free burgers, ice cream, lottery tickets, cars, trips, tickets to sporting events...The biggest PsyOps ever! It couldn't be more

obvious; and yet, so few people seemed to see it! This fact is much scarier than any virus!
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Safe? Effective? Everybody, but I mean Everybody, has to see this article vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2
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That is so true!!  

😁

  My work was saying covid has a 2% death rate.  I asked them to recheck the math.  When I calculated the

number who reportedly died from covid in the US verses the population number I got 0.18%. My work never replied to my request

of course.
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saw this sign stuck on a pedestrian crossing pole....  just above the crossing button .... its size is about 130mm by 60mm which

would give you six stickers per one A4 black and white print from your copy bureau on sticky backed material {low cost} . perfect

because it Kts on the pole perpendicularly and is therefore easy to read... . Dr Mercola has stated that we need greater

penetration ... we are Kghting a war for species survival ... this is GUERILLA WARFARE . . everybody should be taking this step to

make the public AWARE .. here is the message which so impressed me .......  SICK UNTIL PROVEN HEALTHY IS NO LESS

TYRANNICAL THAN GUILTY UNTIL PROVEN INNOCENT
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Well said....it's mind boggling that people are sick and don't know they are sick.
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Gifts and propaganda has managed to drive sheep into the compound of slavery, it has achieved mastery of minds, it has

achieved menticide. And those who have not yet accepted are suspended from employment and salary to force themselves to be

vaccinated.. Turn people into zombies to convince them that they need a new schedule of "vaccines", programmed as terrorist

weapons that ends up including total control, including microchips for monitoring, medication and mental control. After all, he

repeats a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses are beginning to believe him. "Safe and Effective" -

CDC's o.cial seal of approval for every ^u "vaccine" that has never been shown in a clinical trial to work, because the trials as

reported by Dr. Mercola were a fraud, and that It comes with a list of adverse events and side effects that seems to be endless.

Many have begged for genocidal weapons, deadly vaccines. Never before in human history had the masses been manipulated

into aligning themselves and demanding their own death. Mandatory vaccines come with boosters and the goal is global

depopulation. Situation Update, Sep 14th, 2021 - How globalists convinced BILLIONS of people to exterminate themselves.

www.brighteon.com/67f461fe-6bb4-4163-992a-e13ea6007aa8
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This is a worldwide forced (magnetic) drug and 5G installation combo.  You can see what that means.
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If only the deep state did not control main stream media. And we had honest investigative journalist.  What a wonderful world

that would be.
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The obvious fraud and censorship should be a dire warning to everyone to avoid this nonsense at all costs.
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Otis et al, I think it's really strategic and important right now to sue the media, class action. This has to be addressed, they can't

get away with what they already have....ever again!
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HFLthese3 thank you for your shrewd and insightful message. So well said! And sorry to go off topic, but this is truly important.

Today, the Alliance for Natural Health sent an email stating that the FDA is campaigning to undo natural medicine at large,

wanting nothing but mainstream medicine to be the sole option, if I understood correctly. And if they are correct, given the way

things have been going, who is surprised? All the red ^ags are waving! Please consider a donation to the Alliance for Natural

Health to enable them to continue Kghting in court for health freedom and to educate the public. This is really of kernel

importance. Thank you all! aahf.convio.net/site/MessageViewer?dlv_id=23803&em_id=23245.0

I now yield the ^oor. Back on topic....and thank you *all!*
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Off topic but something to exercise your chuckle muscles. I found this while I was trying to get a video record of Faucis ^ip

^opping from a previous days article.rumble.com/vm4tth-^ip-^opping-dr.-gain-of-fauci.html   Sorry that was the original video,

here is the cartoon. rumble.com/vkvdj8-hilarious-fauci-mask-^ip-^opping-cartoon-parody.ht..
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I just watched the video with Peter McCullough and Phony Fauci. Fraudski is PURE EVIL! He's a LIAR and deceiver and he needs

to be taken out, for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY! I think this man is Satan himself and he almost makes me puke; except that

he's not even worth puking over! May 100 crows peck his eyeballs out! EVIL INCARNATE! The same with billy boy!

Sorry; I usually try to be nice; but this POS really makes my blood boil! "Top doctor"? More like top eugenicist, next to billy boy!

May they rot together in hell!!!
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More off topic. www.shiftfrequency.com/ernst-stavro-blohfelder-klaus-schwab-a-family-h..
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Covid-19 is proving to be the most unconscionable government  "politically motivated criminal conspiracy against humanity"

 since the beginning of time.  They invented a fake pandemic using a man-made Kctitious virus actually related to SARS-Cov2

which itself has a recovery rate of 98.8 %  to cover for the 3 decades old "global human vaccination project" promoted by Big

Pharma, Bill Gates, the CDC  the WHO and many in the medical profession. Millions of people were deliberately murdered all over

the globe by people that should all be hunted down and force inoculated with the toxic concoction they are trying to force on

everyone else.
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leohohmann.com/2021/09/15/new-physicians-alliance-hospitals-are-killin..  New physicians’ alliance: Hospitals are killing people,

doctors are being ‘hamstrung’ by regulators, leading to ‘hundreds of thousands of excess unnecessary deaths’. Fifteen top-level

frontline doctors met in Puerto Rico last week to form a strategy to counteract the unbridled corruption they say is destroying the

American medical profession and leading to thousands of unnecessary deaths. The group, called the Pandemic Health Alliance, drafted

a “Physicians Declaration” and released it Sept. 12 at a global Covid summit in Rome, Italy.

These doctors are not happy with how Covid patients in U.S. hospitals are being treated, or more precisely, not being treated. The key to

Covid recovery is early treatment, they said. But in the current environment, many doctors and hospitals are either not telling patients

that there are proven treatments available, or outright denying patients who ask for such treatments. Stories are piling up about people

who received no treatment until it was too late. Then they were given the wrong treatment. They were placed on a ventilator and given

Remdesevir, a controversial drug with known harsh side-effects, including kidney failure. Veronica Wolski was one such victim. She was

a well-known Chicago freedom activist most known for her work on “The People’s Bridge” over the Kennedy Expressway. Wolski died

after being refused proper Covid treatment. Her power of attorney, Nancy Ross, spoke out on the Stew Peters Show, see clip below.
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Churches confuse love of neighbor with vaccination. Scientists' alerts do nothing.

lilianeheldkhawam.com/2021/09/13/les-eglises-confondent-lamour-de-son-..  SEPTEMBER 13, 2021 - BY LHK - Churches

confuse love of neighbor with vaccination. Scientists' alerts do nothing. Foreword: This publication is written in 3 stages. First

you Knd a video of Stephanie Seneff very i nq uiète of injections affect people say vaccinated. This high-level scientist has left

her reserve in view of the major health issues that are looming over a 10-year horizon.

His comments are followed by a sort of summons to be vaccinated issued by a federation of churches. There is a very

problematic confusion from an ethical point of view between love of one's neighbor and vaccination. This statement is followed

by the response of a theologian immunologist. The latter taking care to detail his opposition. We presented Stéphanie Seneff's

publication on vaccines last July. The opinion and comments of this doctor of medicine, but above all a scientiKc researcher for

more than 50 years at MIT, count. With her, we are still in science and in the respect of life.
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Thank you Ana Maria, great evidence of the tyranny imposed on the unvaccinated and hospital corruption denying early

ivermectin treatment. "Of the more than 4,000 Covid patients Cole has treated with his protocols, which include ivermectin, he

said that zero have had to go to the hospital and zero deaths." A very interesting historical narrative on the eugenics of social

control. Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D. makes an analysis of how glyphosate can affect the severity of COVID-19 disease. Seneff, ask

yourself these questions: 1. What’s the difference between the people who quickly succumb to the virus and tragically die, like

this father and teacher in New York, and people, like my colleague’s daughter, who barely notice they are sick? 2. And what’s the

difference between the geographical locations where the virus is causing a serious crisis and those that hardly notice a

departure from normalcy? jennifermargulis.net/glyphosate-and-covid-19-connection  

According to research scientist Stephanie Seneff, one of the key aspects of glyphosate toxicity is the destruction of immunity.

Glyphosate builds up in the body, weakening the immune system's ability to protect itself from viruses, including SARS-CoV-2,

which causes COVID-19. When a virus enters our body, due to the accumulation of glyphosate, energy-producing cells called

mitochondria cannot produce their main energy ingredient called ATP. ATP helps remove the virus from our cells. Glyphosate

interferes with the ATP energy process of our body cells. If cells cannot make ATP, the immune system has a hard time clearing

the virus. Therefore, people who have high levels of glyphosate in their body will have a di.cult time recovering from viruses like

Covid-19. www.naturalhealth365.com/glyphosate-and-covid-link-3957.html  ~

www.healthKrstdc.com/blog/covid-19-and-glyphosate-how-are-they-connec..
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Linking to the video and report by Dr. Stephanie Seneff and Dr. Greg Nigh, also this publication. Dr. Stephanie Seneff from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology has reported serious health problems caused by glyphosate that are also enhanced by

gluten, causing intestinal permeability, which is the cause of multiple diseases, including autoimmune diseases. Now Dr.

Stephanie Seneff and naturopathic oncologist Dr. Greg Nigh in the paper, entitled “Worse than the Disease? Reviewing Some

Possible Unintended Consequences of the mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19, ”says the type of mRNA delivered by“ vaccines ”is

completely artiKcial with great potential for“ unknown consequences”.

“...Manipulating the code of life could lead to completely unexpected, potentially long-term or even permanent negative side

effects,” Seneff and Nigh warn. “There is su.cient reason to suspect that antibodies against the spike protein will contribute to

RDW caused by a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection or vaccination, which can manifest as acute or chronic autoimmune and

in^ammatory diseases.” There is also evidence to suggest that vaccinated people are shedding these spike proteins onto others,

resulting in the spread of prions and neurodegenerative diseases. "They are using the term 'vaccine' to sneak this thing under

public health exemptions. This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to

stimulate the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator.”

humansarefree.com/2021/08/mrna-vaccine-may-cause-tragic-catastrophic-s..  ~

www.lifesitenews.com/news/death-rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-time..
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Linking with Dr. Mercola's report and your publication “New physicians' alliance: Hospitals are killing people, doctors are being

'hamstrung' by regulators, leading to 'hundreds of thousands of excess unnecessary deaths'” another way to instill fear of the

population. In a shocking video clip (included in the Situation Update podcast below), with a transcript attached courtesy of

InfoWars.com, we see the hospital's marketing and administration staff admitting that they plan to mislead all patients in the

hospital as “covid” patients.

They openly discuss Knding a way to make covid more "frightening to the public" as a tactic to terrorize the public and get them

vaccinated (which, of course, will increase the hospital's business due to drug-induced blood clots). Senior doctors in New

Hanover County, North Carolina were caught on video scheming how to “in^ate the real COVID numbers” so they can more easily

scare the public into taking the COVID injection. www.infowars.com/posts/shock-leaked-video-top-doctors-discuss-need-to-..
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I forgot to point out that the following article contains multiple references and very important comments to consider carefully.

The page is of French origin, but offers translation into many languages, and is little cited.

lilianeheldkhawam.com/2021/09/13/les-eglises-confondent-lamour-de-son-..  (worth a visit, even "touristy" ...) It is unnecessary

to remember it, but the title of the notes is not necessary a synthesis of ALL the content, nor a limit to the research that each

person can carry out.
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I'm having a di.cult time obtaining cycle times for the PCR test from the state Dept. of Public Health. Likewise, I was shocked

that the local hospital was still only able to use remdesevir for it's Covid cases. Our small state here had a surprisingly high

number of deaths and "cases", I am suspicious of their statistical  methodology.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No "real" Christian would ever allow anything "synthetic" to be injected into their body, which the Bible says, is God's temple. Any

pastor/priest going along with this evil, should not be "preaching" anything! I will never allow those monsters to alter my DNA!
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When my pastor heard about this...he simply took an imaginary sword from his side and laid it on the ground.  Meaning that the

churches who spout such inane reasoning have laid the sword of the Spirit on the ground surrendering to the will of natural man

under the guise of “love.” People have to ask if Jesus would inject HImself with this  (or simply what does Jesus believe and

therefore you know what He would do)... the jabs are processed with or have aborted fetal cell lines in them.  So these churches

and pastors do not believe that in taking this it would constitute a complicit action in the act of abortion, which is strictly

prohibited in the Bible (Exodus 20:13; Psalm 139:15-16; Jeremiah 1:5; Isaiah 49:15). Psalm 127:3 says that “Children are a

heritage from the Lord, offspring a reward from Him.”

And since this shot is a classiKed as gene therapy, it manipulates genetic operations, the shot alters what God has made (literally

assuming the position of God).   James 3:1 says that there is a stricter judgment for those who are teachers of the Word...and

these people who are saying such “inane” lies about love will be held to that.   I realize this is presented to those who have such

scientiKc and medical knowledge way beyond me.  I live by faith and not by sight.  I love all the knowledge that Dr. Mercola and

you all give me.  But for me, everything, every thing, has to align to  and with the Word of God.  

Thinking right, eating right, making sure I have the proper nutrients and vitamins in my body is taking care of this incredible

creation God blessed me with.   So yes, you can call a Jesus Freak...Radical for Christ .. for this is who I am. On another note;

someone told me that those without the shot should be left to die.  When I told him I was not, he shook his Kst in my face. Crazy

world we live in...but we all know this.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Caught this recent Steve Bannon interview on Monday, Sept 13 w Dr. Robert Malone in Rome, and several other doctors,

announcing the formation of their new doctor's organization, worldwide, against Medical Tyranny. The ads breaking up this show

are crazy, needs a lot of patience or go make a cup of tea during the breaks...

warroom.org/2021/09/13/episode-1257-from-rome-doctors-against-madness/  - apparently they plan to issue a manifesto

outlining their stance.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@rrrealrose hooray! The wake-up movement is growing! And it will continue to grow. I predict that. As before, pain and suffering

are the best denial-breakers there are. It is tragic, it is wrongful, and sadly it is what seems to be necessary to open up eyes. I

think more and more will wake up! And further, many are awake, they just are protecting themselves by not talking about it.

Hooray for the doctors with the courage to speak up! The more they do, the more things can change. Thank you doctors, and

thank you Dr Mercola!!! :-) :-) :-)
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WHO have changed the Hippocratic oath to "First do no good" wait for 2 weeks till you are too weak to survive. A Satanic

organisation so no surprise. The clowns are running the town, the lunatics have created the asylum.
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New WHO Directive/DIKTAT to doctors....Ignore Hippocratic oath. "First do no good" for two weeks till patients lips turn blue and

they cannot breathe. Wait till it's too late and "prove the virus is so deadly", so that their sponsors can make a killing...  (proKt)

with their vaccines. A sick slick trick. engineered by the transhumans, the ones turning themselves into devils.

www.shiftfrequency.com/ernst-stavro-blohfelder-klaus-schwab-a-family-h..
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The give-away is the oddly super-consistent narrative in the mainstream media. The stories of unvaccinated people who expressed

regret at not getting the jab on their death-bed etc…it is all so perfectly and consistently crafted to drum up fear and EVERY SINGLE

THING points to one end goal - take the damn vaccine, stupid! When is anything really so consistent and one-sided and lacking nuance

or subtleties or different angles? Only when it is a lie. There is never any real questioning in mainstream media any more, or even

pondering or debate. It’s like a deafening silence that a lot of people don’t realize is there. Everything falls neatly into line or is

canceled/censored. This is what made me realize the enormity of the lie. So much is falsiKed. Truth is hidden or obscured to the point

we can’t be really sure of anything. The mass psychosis is very real.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, weehen. no debates, just misinformation. Unfortunately we are in a great cycle where dictatorships spread misinformation

and fear. The lack of ethical values of the globalist elites is being replaced by extreme materialism. Behaviors full of selKshness,

corruption, violence and indifference to others, are present in drug medicine and health institutions

Humanity is attacked by fascism. The anti-COVID vaccines only have authorization status for emergency use, they are

experimental products, not to be marketed. The bioethical principles written in federal law are violated: as a participant in an

experimental trial, as are all those who accept an anti-COVID vaccine, you have the right to receive complete information on the

risks of adverse events indicated in the package insert. . Experimental products must be accepted completely voluntarily and

without coercion.

The fear should fall on the vaccinated. People should question the preliminary results of the vaccine trial. Vaccine trials have not

followed a scientiKc methodology. Choosing not to get vaccinated is to leave room for reason, transparency and responsibility to

emerge. In the video, Brand highlighted protests against COVID restrictions, including vaccine passports and vaccine mandates,

which have spread across Europe. "That’s not a democracy. That’s an authoritarian dictatorship. If this many people are

protesting on this scale, and their voices are not heard, then you know for sure one thing: You do not live in a democracy."

https://youtu.be/cAySEqiFDRk
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Yes. Every cure is an anecdote, not part of a scientiKc study, so there is "no evidence' of cured even with over 200 millions

RECOVERED. At the same time, every death is an anecdote, notpartod a scientiKc study, but the media wants "stories" to support

their propaganda war. Cure anecdote are unscientiKc, do not support any theories, death anecdotes support the "facts." We need

a theory of cure - but none can be found. There is no attempt to distinguish between vaccinated cured and unvaccinated cured -

no one can be counted as cured.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM
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"It's basic dog psychology: if you scare them and get them peeing down their leg, they submit." - Bodhi
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Well said! And all for genetic modiKcation "vaccines" that are openly stated not to reduce disease spread! Is there Any logic in

this at all? And in the hatred and back-of-the-bus treatment of the unvaccinated? Further, the medical trial results are being

fudged, and the outcomes are just really dangerous. Everybody must read this, one of the most signiKcant I have read about

BigPharma's faked studies and how serious the autoimmune attack can be...downplayed, ignored!

vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mainstream media essentially controls the ^ow of information (mis/disinformation!) - all of it! They've been doing this from

the beginning! The "media" is a WEAPON OF MASS DISTRACTION!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola: actually, the disease is in the shots. Strangely, the manufacturers clearly stated that infection rates and spread were

not going to be affected by the shots. Of course, not, because the symptoms are caused by 5G. However, once infected with the

"vaccine," you become a "super spreader"! A "health" o.cial in Europe said the following about PKzer: "We have to use it in Kve

days in order to administer the virus." Of course, that sounds like a Freudian slip of the tongue...
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen, within the last Kve years my family has all passed away. On their death beds not one of them talked about their bad

health or their diseases. These liars are digging deep and crafting up more b.s. to scare people. It's pathetic.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen - I remember my father saying when I was young, that "an emotional decision is rarely a good one".  Fear is a very

powerful emotion.  Fauci, this administration & our government agencies, the WHO, mainstream media, & Big Tech have been

responsible for ginning up so much fear, that it was easy to convince the average person to line-up for one of these injections.

 When you combine that with all of the censorship & the suppression of safe, effective, & inexpensive medications & treatments

for this virus, it was inevitable that so many could be so easily led.  It is the rare person who questions that "o.cial narrative" &

does their own due diligence, in terms of reading & research.  Logic & rationality have gone out of the window & been sadly

replaced with unquestioning faith in all of the wrong people.
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ghQnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people should now be formulating their own Great Reset by ^ushing governments and that includes all segments of them.

Sometimes it is best to build from the ground up. The idea of governing was to serve the people, not enslave or eliminate them. “One

Seeing Eye”? Imagine that, no government at all, just harmonious people. In reality what GOOD has government’s done; but drain our

wealth, start wars, creat a system that is contingent upon our bad health. Great Reset Flush It All
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Here in New York if understood right the courts have temporarily blocked vax mandates for healthcare workers. Up until Biden was

elected the ACLU was against vaccine mandates, now an abrupt turn in  support of. It's being reported one third of truckers say they will

quit if they are mandated to take a jab, & 16% will asked to be Kred. Ten % of Chicago school bus drivers walked off the job in protest of

mandated jabs, and $1,000 per student is being offered for students to Knd their own way to school. This includes special needs

students. Interesting, eh? Especially when there is shortage of workers for the supply chain, healthcare, schools etc. already. No, not

everybody was just after the free unemployment $$$.

The Who has  no vax mandates or even strong recommendations for a Jab for it's own employee's & does not support mandates. (As of

last Friday.) Last year Fauci. (Aug 20,) said no, people can't be forced to take a Jab, (NewsWeek.) Of course his pretzel tongue says

different now. Fauci is the highest paid Fed employee at $400,000 @ year, plus he makes $$$$ off any drugs he helps invent. And the

Band Plays on... For those captured by the 1%'s message machine's narrative Left, Right, Red, Blue, Divide to Rule here's a clip from the

"Left" showing how each "side" is being addressed by different tactics, yet leading all down the same rabbit hole. All done in such a way

as to encourage people to Kght amongst each other, yet blind as to the see it is the same path to the gallows pole. We have to focus on

the things we all can see.  www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Just, a great run at the ACLU and Fauci contradictions, they are obvious. David Cole and Daniel Mach wrote an op-ed for

The New York Times claiming that the coronavirus "vaccine" mandates are a great victory for "civil liberties." It is suggested that

forcing people to take experimental drugs from Big Pharma under pressure is the embodiment of what it means to be free

because "there is no equally effective alternative available to protect public health."

https://archive.is/6qgX6

In other words, the ACLU is saying that tyranny is freedom. death for freedom, turning lies into truth. They are the dystopian

views of the ACLU, which claims to defend its right to make its own decisions for its own body, but later supports the mandate

for vaccines.

There are also defenders of freedom. The Republican National Committee (RNC) has announced plans to sue the Biden regime

for unconstitutionally requiring that all federal, contract and large private corporation employees be "vaccinated" against the

Wuhan coronavirus to keep their jobs.

RNC President Ronna McDaniel said in a statement that Republicans are committed to Kghting on behalf of all Americans to

preserve their right to bodily autonomy, even if they do not have the legal resources to do so once the executive order of China

Joe takes effect. “Joe Biden told Americans when he was elected that he would not impose vaccine mandates. He lied,

”McDaniel said.

www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/09/09/rnc-sue-biden-admin-unconstituti..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my state of TN, laws have already been signed that protect TN citizens from being forced to get vaccinated.

publications.tnsosKles.com/.../pc0513.pdf
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a website that provides a list of bills/laws that have been passed for each and every state concerning Covid-19 and

vaccinations in general. States like Mississippi and Colorado have done NOTHING! People in those states need to get Kred up!

You are not being represented!

www.huschblackwell.com/newsandinsights/50-state-update-on-pending-legi..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article was just posted-up from the HILL, everyone may want to read it -

www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-s-wildly-unconstitutional-vaccin..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, re "There is no effective alternative to treat public health" as we all know,  BS! In fact, the powers that be saw to that.

They actively dissed all the effective mainstream medications and natural supplements that would help in the time of the

coronavirus. What criminality! All for the obvious sake of vaccine sales. If someone doesn't recognize that by now, duh!

But it gets deeper than that. Today, the Alliance for Natural Health sent out an email soliciting donations because, they say as an

entity committed to educating people and Kghting on behalf of health freedom in court, the FDA is now campaigning to undo the

natural health industry at large! This is not funny. Please donate to the Alliance for Natural Health to strengthen their reserves for

educating and Kghting in court. Thank you all. aahf.convio.net/site/MessageViewer?dlv_id=23803&em_id=23245.0

Sorry to go off topic, but this is important. I now yield the ^oor. Back on topic, and thank you all!!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can people not have seen this covid fraud from the beginning? Do we not know the history of these evil criminals. From the very

beginning, the announcement of "The New Normal", would have been a pretty big clue! I'll say it again: This was never about any virus

and if it was a bioweapon - it's the weakest one ever! The bioweapon is the injection! Those who believe that they had covid, did not.

How could they know it's "covid" , if the virus has never been isolated? They had the cold or ^u, at varying degrees. Humanity is under

mass hypnosis! Did people miss the "memo" that most hospitalizations and deaths, no matter what the cause, were/are being recorded

as covid deaths? The mainstream media has been brainwashing, conditioning and manipulating the masses, from the beginning. It's

what they do; it's their job! They do not work for us! There has never been so much control over humanity and one way or another - it

has to stop!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randy, we are facing a biological weapon that is mutating thanks to mass vaccination, a vaccination promoted by the true

pandemic: fear, misinformation and Knally menticide. Manipulating the immune system with dummy vaccines to respond to the

properties of years-old coronaviruses is actually depressing the immune system for upcoming variants and the ever-mutating

properties of coronaviruses. Vaccine technology creates conditions that make the immune system more vulnerable. Without

going any further, a study showed that in^uenza vaccines cause virus interference, making vaccine recipients 36 percent more

likely to be infected with currently circulating coronaviruses. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7126676  

For most people with COVID-19 in the US, it legally prevents them from knowing which variant infected them. This is because

sequencing tests must be approved by the federal government for the results to be released to doctors or patients, and most are

not yet. Laboratory scientists say the validation process for tests for approval is too costly and time-consuming.

greatgameindia.com/covid-19-variant-fraud  (September 11, 2021)
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@Randyfast. I SO agree with you 100%. Sorry I have not been around for a while. I am just so fed up with this narrative. From the

very Krst day I knew this was a fraud. How can one say right off the bat that this is a "new normal"? If there is a major gas leak at

a plant which is causing people to get ill and some to die, the authorities don't say "This is the new normal". They are more likely

to say, "We will Knd the cause, Kx it and then we can go back to our normal". IF the cause cannot be found after 6 months or so

and the defeat has settled in, then they might say that this gas leak is the "new normal".

Another phrase that was used a lot. "We are all in this together". And they tried to apply this to all the victims of this hoax. When

in fact what they were really saying is that "We" (who have perpetrated this on you) are all in this together". It is time to "be aware"

of this NOT 'beware" of this. Unfortunately we human beings are the most studied science and the powers to be know how to

manipulate our buttons. Fear is a BIG red button for us and fear causes us to stop thinking in a harmonious manner with both our

left and right side of the brain. If a person is more right brain inclined, fear will cause them to have wild irrational thoughts. If they

are more left brained individual then fear will cause them to analyze the minute details of a situation and cause them to freeze.

But the biggest damage fear does is that it stops us from trusting ourselves and those whom we love and causes us to transfer

that trust to others who really don't give a damn about us. Do most people get emotionally disturbed when they swat a ^y? I

would say no. We are like ^ies to them. And if they have to swat a few thousand at the twin towers or hundred of thousands in a

fake pandemic or millions in wars, they really don't care. It is time for humanity to realize that we all have been "gas lighted" to

the idea that there is a new virus. This is WW3 on humanity!
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Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 5:34:30 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; if you recall my posts on the subject; you will know that I rejected the ^u vaccine well over a decade ago. Every year, with the

vaccine, I ended up with terrible colds and ^u. Since that time, I haven't had to deal with any cold or ^u - not once!

ZHA.ZHA; You are right on the money! This is Psychology 101. I'm not a psychologist - I just happen to understand human

behavior. The criminals have come a long way since MK Ultra!

Gui...and "they" are giving "booster shots" to the "most vulnerable" ( if they survive the initial shots)! Yup...nothing going on there!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 5:51:05 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Fleming has said the virus is in fact isolated in several videos throughout the past 12 months. Is he wrong?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 7:46:09 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, I believe this is like phase one, an opening act, if you will, warming up the audience. I think the main event (or perhaps

several) is yet to come. Just my personal opinion, a sinking feeling. Yes, people are super gullible and easily manipulated! This

may be simplistic, but  look at the long lines every day of people at McDonalds and Taco Bell waiting to eat crap non-food! or look

at any of the many unhealthy behaviors seen daily, regularly. Brainwashed, brain dead, delusional masses is an understatement!

 There is no “waking them up!”

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 9:52:50 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smiller23; this psyops deKnitely has a long way to go. Not many are able to see it yet; but the END GAME, is Transhumanism,

thus the nanobot shots !

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 10:00:34 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock, Dr Fleming detailed his response, they have the formation of the spike protein, and much of the sequencing,

however, that's in the computer. Actual isolation has not been accomplished for Sars cov1 or cov2, or measles, or HIV for that

matter. Puts entire Keld of virology in question.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 11:24:43 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish I could answer it.  I'm Kghting bullying here daily and I've about had it.  As a human being on this planet, and you'd think -

as an American, but apparently not, but I have the right to say no thank you, damn it!  My girlfriend's better half got the vax as the

nuclear site  said, do it or you're Kred.  He had no choice.  AND HE HASN'T EVEN WORKED AT THE SITE SINCE THIS COVID BS

STARTED.  So even working from home, they reached in and threatened him.   She's just sick about it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 12:01:02 PM
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@brodiebrock12 With regards to virus "isolation" check out the information on Dr, Andrew Kaufman's site

andrewkaufmanmd.com/sovi

Also check out the works of Dr. Tom Cowen and the book "The Truth About Contagion: Exploring Theories of How Disease

Spreads"

Also look at the book "The Virus Myth". Both are excellent and change the way on how I look at viruses and disease.

We as a global community have been gas lighted to believe that there is a virus out there wanting to get at us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 12:56:06 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZhaZha, so well said!

Randyfast et al, I knew from Second One that this was fraud to gain vaccine sales. Consider: BigPharma ran out of antibiotic $

because of bug mutations. So now the big push is all about vaccines. I knew from the Swine Flu era: I researched the CDC's

website....Gyst: Fear games for proKt! So with the coronavirus, my radar was up.

~Suspicious: **WHY??!!!** Would a virus be as contagious as the numbers seemed to claim? Was it lab bred?

~CDC patents for the 2007 coronavirus! If then, now? patents.justia.com/.../7776521  

~PCR tests, magnify RNA 40X to get DNA reading and guaranteed false positives! www.youtube.com/watch

Europe courts ruled PCR tests unusable greatgameindia.com/austria-court-pcr-test  

~CDC stated earlier, doctors may diagnose "probable" cause of death by coronavirus with no testing required to conKrm!

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/faq-surveillance.html  

~Projection of death #s www.breitbart.com/radio/2020/04/13/surgeon-general-working-real-corona..  

~Deaths with but not by covid counted townhall.com/columnists/johnrlottjr/2020/05/16/the-us-is-dramatically-..    

~Hi$$!! Don't take ivermectin, HCQ, vitamin C, sssnake poison!

~Toilet paper hoarders, shortage! But I thought all necessary businesses were *allowed*  (hint) to stay open? Grocery store chain

managers told me that "We get maybe six packs per shipment and we are lucky if we are going to get it" hoarders?

~Hospitals paid off to diagnose cause of death by coronavirus.

 www.foxnews.com/media/physician-blasts-cdc-coronavirus-death-count-gui..  

Dr's Erickson and Massihi: 2 coronavirus strains, 1 mild 1 severe. The *mild* strain is more contagious, said the doctors.

www.bitchute.com/.../JzEhPyHjuopX  

~Everybody hate the unvaccinated....stated openly not to reduce the spread of COVID 19! WTF?

Thanks Randy

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 1:56:37 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; thanks for that reply.

WOW! I received your email seven (7) times! I've had instances of receiving the same email 2 or 3 times - but 7!!! What is going

on?!

Mirandola; very good point about the antibiotics! It makes sense. Obviously, the oligarchs don't have enough houses, cars,

boats...

I must get back to my sax now.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 3:12:54 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The more the better? merrier? No idea, I often receive duplicates.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 3:20:35 PM
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janetu54
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:05:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I work as a coding educator for a large health system and I audit hospital cases for pulmonology, hospitalists, as well as infectious

disease. I can conKrm the above comments - it's documented prominently if the patient is unvaccinated, including if vaccine status

(found in sidebar in Epic) is unknown (as mentioned above possibly received at a pharmacy and not recorded in the medical record). If

the patient is vaccinated that information is NOT included in the documentation. Furthermore, I came across several reports of

"unvaccinated" patients who HAD received both doses of PKzer but had not yet received the "recommended" third booster vaccine.  If

you get COVID - avoid the hospital if at all possible, get early treatment!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 6:16:43 AM
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for exposing the truth.  I too work in medicine and this has all been unnerving to say the least.  You know its bad when

a hospital begins telling my docs meds they cannot prescribe.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 6:52:17 AM
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone have link to Danmask (sp?) study (3:10 in above video) that Dr Maccullogh mentioned showing that masks have no beneKt? Or

the other studies showing that masks don’t work?  Thanks

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 8:35:12 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here you go: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8395971  Straight from the horse's (NIH) mouth!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 8:51:20 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's one more thing to consider when buying/wearing a mask: Is it certiKed? Most of the masks being sold today are not

certiKed. The FDA gave EUA for uncertiKed mask to be sold in the USA! Most of these mask come from the same place the virus

came from. There's no telling what kind of carcinogenic crap China is putting on these masks they are exporting to the USA.

 Knowing how corrupt/evil China is, they probably did something to these masks to enhance the transmission of viruses.....PURE

EVIL! There's a reason that even other Asian people all hate China! EVIL! While China was exporting to the USA, USA

manufacturers , like 3M, were exporting to China! Trump had to call 3M and threaten them to stop exporting our

Quality/CERTIFIED 3M surgical and N95 mask! You can't make this up.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 11:21:22 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's plain and simple. There has never been a successful coronavirus vaccine and there never will be. It's not a question of IF we are

seeing ADE, but how severe. Coronaviruses have this unique ability to mutate so that the vaccines become ineffective. This is more

dangerous for the vaccinated than it is for the unvaccinated because most people will still produce antibodies for the original virus, but

the antibodies produced will not neutralize the new variants. Instead, the antibodies will cling to the virus and act as a "key" to unlock

the entrance into the cells where it then replicates with no resistance. That is ADE. That is when you DIE!

The older you are the faster/sooner this happens. This is nothing new. Our CDC, FDA, and NIH know all of this. It was an ADE event that

happened with an coronavirus-like virus (RSV) in the early 1960's that persuaded the FDA to no longer APPROVE any vaccines that

didn't forgo extensive ANIMAL TESTING. The animals have to be fully vaccinated and then infected with the virus. They have to prove

no ADE occurs. All attempts to make a coronavirus vaccine since 1963 have failed to get FDA approval as a result of ADE until 2021.

What changed in 2021? There was no animal testing done where a fully vaccinated animal was exposed to the Sars-Cov-2 virus.

The scariest part is that the current mRNA vaccines are based off a FAILED SARS (Sars-Cov-1) vaccine from 2005. The reason for that

vaccine never getting FDA approval is ADE! So PKzer took a 2005 vaccine for SARS that failed due to ADE and modiKed it for

Sars-Cov-2. So it's not "IF" we are witnessing ADE today, but how severe is it & how much worse will it get? With each mutation the odds

of ADE occurring become greater. Soon you will see massive death rates from these vaccines! What is their strategy to combat this???

GET MORE JABS OF THE SAME VACCINE!!! Insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 7:05:23 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi JamNjim,

Was listening to someone on the recent Vaccin Secrets? where one interviewer said the Chinese identiKed sars-cov2 in 2006! it

was listed in their database (most likely not in Wuhan - the level 4 lab was constructed in 2018); in another laboratory close to

where sars-cov1 broke out. So your timing is not far off the mark, doubt there was much new under the sun for this ^awed and

deadly response. 1) Remdesivir never made it out of Ebola clinical trials, as the death rate was remarkably high. 2) "Novel"

sars-cov2? "Novel" actually means patented (illegally?) by the NIH, not a new virus, 3) lab leaks were traced for sars-cov1, why

would sars-cov2 be any different? A known plot for repeat Kabuki theater events, using a similar staging and cast of characters.

"They" are re-hashing or re-branding known failed developments, most are way more dangerous than any viral infection, and

grabbing as much proKts as possible during this well-past their bedtime, over-extended performance.

Still, even after this has been addressed, Who or what is going to break this story wide open for more to see?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 12:13:47 PM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In study design documents provided by PKzer, scientists warn of "occupational exposure" of those vaccinated over a 24-hour

follow-up period. According to PKzer's own study design documents, the scientists were concerned about "occupational

exposure" to recently vaccinated test subjects. In section “8.3.5.3. Occupational Exposure ”PKzer cautions that caregivers and

close contacts of newly vaccinated people may be exposed to spike proteins that are translated and synthesized in vaccinated

cells. The environmental exposure data includes any "male family member or healthcare provider who was exposed to the study

intervention by inhalation or skin contact" and then "exposes his female partner before or around the time of the conception".

Scientists appear to be concerned about the possibility of spike proteins being transmitted through the semen, aerosols, or skin

of the vaccinated person.

www.brighteon.com/5fc47f25-dab5-472e-aa50-44e19ce141af

media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020..

The various proteins, whether they are hormonal, structural or antibody, are designed to beneKt the human body, providing vital

functions for life. So interfering with this natural process, forcing the body to create foreign protein spikes creates in^ammatory

toxins, because we know that defense cells are always capable of differentiating these foreign spike proteins from the various

proteins that the body synthesizes for vital functions. This is precisely what happens with the advertised side effects. And in the

course of time,?
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COULD MRNA VACCINES PERMANENTLY ALTER DNA? RECENT SCIENCE SUGGESTS THEY MIGHT.

Research on SARS-CoV-2 RNA by scientists at Harvard and MIT has implications for how mRNA vaccines could permanently

alter genomic DNA, according to Doug Corrigan, Ph.D., a biochemist-molecular biologist who says more research is needed.

SARS-CoV-2 RNAs "can be reverse transcribed in human cells", "these DNA sequences can be integrated into the cell genome

and subsequently transcribed" (a phenomenon called "retrointegration"). According to Corrigan. In fact, a month before the

Harvard-MIT preprint came out, Corrigan had already written a blog in which he outlined the possible mechanisms and pathways

by which mRNA vaccines could produce the same phenomenon.

Corrigan emphasized that the Harvard-MIT Kndings on coronavirus RNA have important implications for mRNA vaccines, a fact

that he describes as "the big elephant in the room." Corrigan believes there is a possibility and it deserves a closer look.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/science-mrna-vaccines-alter-dna/  (04/08/21)
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I live in Israel and I know for a fact that here they are saying that anyone that contracts covid within two weeks after the third shot is

considered to be unvaccinated even if he succumbed to the illness more than two weeks after the jab. In other words if you had the

second shot you are not vaccinated
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That just re^ects a pure agenda at stake. Lordy.
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Thank you benny.... it's wonderful to get info Krst hand from around the world !!
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Benny, yep! It is "Operation Lockstep"
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Has anyone undergone a test for a suspected, active COVID infection and been asked for their vaccination status? I keep seeing the

claim that testing is now split between vaxxed and unvaxxed with lower and higher cycle thresholds respectively. Unless testing labs

have a means to detect vaccination status in collection samples, the only way to determine vaccination status would be to get that

information from the test subject and note it with the sample. This should be easy to verify. So far, the two or three people I’ve asked

about this have said they were not queried about their vaccination status.
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They use the "tests" for infecting you with graphene oxide and for stealing your DNA. Tests are direct attacks on your life, just like

the muzzle and the Kill Shots.
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I have had the very same thought. At this point I have been tested at least half a dozen times at three different locations--two

drug stores and one urgent care center. None of those places asked me whether I was vaccinated. Therefore, I am highly
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drug stores and one urgent care center. None of those places asked me whether I was vaccinated. Therefore, I am highly

suspicious of the claim that the CDC uses different ampliKcation numbers depending on whether you are vaccinated or not. No

one who administered the PCR test to me had any idea whether I was vaccinated and therefore I am highly suspicious of this

claim, which I've seen in a few places, that the CDC uses different criteria for the PCR test.
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jamNjim
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When you go into a doctor's o.ce and ^op down your insurance card you sign a waiver that allows them to view all of your

medical records. Most people just agree and sign their name. They know as soon as they run your insurance information if you

have been vaccinated. Try this the next time you have to be tested: Tell them you have no insurance! It will BLOW their minds! I

do this for everything. The "Little Clinic" (Kroger) literally can't even enter anything into their computer without proof of insurance.

I tell them I'll pay CASH! By law, they can't refuse services! They do my biometric screening without entering me into their

database. You have to beat them at their own game.
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Yup, am testing at an outpatient location speciKcally set for "asymptomatic" people (healthy). Not easy to Knd, as the single CVS

wanted only those with symptoms or taking a ^ight. A quick search turned up only 9 locations, free, asked a slew of questions

each time shaking head no, no, no, no, and no...separate testing room just for covid - at least that's where I was tested the last

time, when someone's tike (young kid) needed to be tested...Latest testing is quick, simple, nothing like what was initially shown

last year. Am far more concerned those who took the shot could be spreaders, unaware and untested. That's life in this corner of

upsidedown land.
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My daughter had to have tests to participate in a summer program. Her vaccine status was known to the directors of the

program, but I don't know about the testers. She never tested positive (unvaxxed). At home, she was deemed a "close contact" to

a fellow dancer and needed to either test to return to class or to wait 10 days. I took her to have the same saliva PCR test as

she'd received in Boston. She tested negative 2x. They never asked her status. It was a different  company using the same test.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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"Oh! What A Tangled Web We Weave When First We Practice To Deceive" this entire covid thing is just another BIG LIE !  The 'big lie'

behind COVID-19... It's far too late for the strategy we're using... The effects of the media and political leaders... A precedent that will be

exploited for years to come... Lie after lie............on and on.....

thenewabnormal513330780.wordpress.com/2021/02/13/im-a-clinical-lab-sci..    all everyone knows is what  they have been TOLD to

know.

Than they add more lies......." .we have a delta variant".......or a Peru variant or a mickymouse variant..how about the

ItsAllBetweenYourEars Variant .........this entire thing is an Illusion...kinda like the moonwalk or the hullocust or DuckNCover when ya

get nuked..mars rover.....sure.and my Chickens have Lips too... It is really amazing how really STUPID 2/3 the worlds people are...how

gullible...Kckle .. Really are Useless feeders....BUT 5G-6G are soon gonna  cull off  Billions  

 www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2021/07/15/5g-graphene-the-vaccine-..
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The issue is not what "they" want to raise: recovering the initiative in each and every one of the issues in question is vital! Mark

the times, occupy the spaces ... Here is a movement in that sense.

www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/tyranny/the-public-is-growing-ti..  There are members of the press that are starting

to question this narrative in different parts of the world from Germany to Australia. I was in a store and the girl did not have a

mask on. I said great. Glad to do business with you. She replied she has had enough of masks and COVID.

A number of people I have encountered just shopping are starting to say the same thing restoring my hope in humanity. As DWN

in Germany is reporting, this entire COVID scam is being used to gain power. Indeed, which they keep people debating if the

vaccines even work or will kill everyone in 2 to 3 years or make women sterile, and they put up clocks to tick down that the world

will end in just a few years unless we hand all power to the United Nations, who is also just so happening to be getting ready with

the IMF cryptocurrency to replace the dollar as the new world currency, the real agenda simple goes over everyone’s head.///
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mrrobb, Maybe we'll be safer herded into camps for the unclean... Until Mr Jabby arrives with soldiers.
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Thanks for throwing a bit of humor into the mix!  "it's all between your ears variant..." Astonished - do you have a link about

graphene being sprayed in the geoengineering program?  I knew they were spraying nano-sized particles that directly enter the

blood, of heavy metals and poisons such as barium (rat poison).  It's also used in plasma televisions and I tried to Kgure out what

the purpose was besides bogging everyone's brains down with heavy metals to prevent clear thinking.  I believe that's what is

behind these cops going off their rockers and tasing, beating, and murdering people - other than the fact that psychopaths are

drawn to positions of power over others.

I do believe it holds some connection to 5G and a military weapon to be used against the masses.  I've been watching the skies

and they're spraying again so something is up.  They're desperately trying to build these heavy metals, toxins, or antennas into

the masses and now that they're pushing endless boosters it seems as if they have not reached their goals yet.  Not enough

people have died?  Not enough are weakened to the point of obeying their betters?  Not enough are brainwashed?

Now they're ^ooding us again with foreign cultures.  We have them wandering around our neighborhood now so they must be

giving them houses.  I was in an o.ce and more than half of the people were speaking another language.  We've had a number of

foreigners try to scam us - and I know one person who had a foreigner call and threaten to turn off their electric if they didn't pay

a $500 bill - he paid it even though it wasn't unpaid and they got $500 out of him.  I know a realtor who told me people in one area

are on edge because foreigners are squatting in homes when people go on vacation and then they can't get them out. God only

knows what the future holds.
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I Knd info from small towns the truest... I live in a town of 10,000 people. 85% vaccinated.  Last year this week we had 4 cases,

this year same week we have 450 cases.  5 people have died of covid... 4 were over 84 years old, one was 51 years old and was

in hospice dying of cancer.  So... zero deaths and great increase in cases.
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sai73491.........it wood be nasty if there wasn't a bit of chuckles tossed in...speakin' of wood :)  I have more Krewood to get in....

graphene here is what it is and its in vaccines ...

    www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2021/07/15/5g-graphene-the-vaccine-..
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sai73491    www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2021/07/15/5g-graphene-the-vaccine-..
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00......worldwide millions die yearly from the common ^u and have for thousands of years.....

a million die from 'Medical Mistakes'   yearly...millions more from suicides....car 'accidents' ....the militaries kill off  more, ones ya

never hear about in wars and 'Corrective actions' no one ever knows of or hear about......and than there things like bee stings and

snake bites and  small stuff like heart attacks and strokes and lung cancers and brain cancer and overdoses and murders and

stabbing and beatings and blood poisoning and common colds and birth defects and vaccines and food poisoning and ^uoride

poisoning from toothpaste and water and a dentist and a few thousand more ........like RF Poisoning and RF overdosing from wiK

and 5G and 6G you never hear about of even know about....most 'Medical Facilities have no idea what it is or how it could be

happening..and most medical facilities are Kept in the dark about RF irradiation or RF Poisoning...simply because its proKtable to

say it was a Covid death......Money Talks and the BS walks.

AND .00   anyone can Kll out a death certiKcate.legally  and ASSUME the "cause of death'  ....there have been many die from

gunshots or suicide and some assumed Dr or nurse or cop or  some 'nosepicker' wrote   covid 19 ...and its uncontested...no one

questions..and never is an autopsied preformed.... head on car  collision...... 7 dead......all deaths ... of Covid19..Klled out by a

reporter.....

All most people know is what they have been TOLD to KNOW!!!!!!!!
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Food for thought. I have been following different agendas (many brought to light recently by The Dark Journalist) since the late 70s.

There are many different interpretations mainly dictated to by various belief biases. One that jumped out at me was a couple of seers

from different backgrounds, suggested that people with certain level of consciousness (those who are least likely to get caught up with

different manipulations..like the majority here) will Knd their dna evolving, introducing a third strand. As with all such suggestions, I take

it on board, then watch what happens.  Now we are Knding, as in this article, that our dna is being manipulated by there various

concoctions. As I said "food for thought"...
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The manipulations for concoctions should not be credited to evolution, because they do not assume it: they are just that,

manipulations. Instead evolution has the majesty of the spontaneous, matured in the bowels of the pristine nature of what it is ...

without danger of failure. This nature survives all apocalypses. How would we have gotten here, if not? Seers do not invent

anything: they only see what is ... before others see it as embodied in what we call "reality." And that is why they are called

"seers". They overcome the opacity of time, that's all. That is where thought can warm up and burn the litter! In death, life

becomes transcendent.
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Hi Big^etch!  ha ha, we're all at least at 10 strand level~  What a ^ipping scam.  When you think about it, it does seem like

"they're" trying to wipe out the medical profession via this dictatorship.  The real medical professionals are starting to

demonstrate in Ottawa and it's nice to see.  But of course, the presstitutes make no mention of it.
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" Big^etch,  if you have not looked at this guy before, look again at this Aussie, www.bitchute.com/.../CRoFalm8mfSO   , stand in

you own POWER. Believe in your self.
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Retsbew, of course they are trying to end the medical profession ... Robots are more akin to transhumans, don't you think?
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Big^etch, I have been hearing there is an upgrade in consciousness occurring. Suspect this may be why this blog has been up,

down, and active. The transhumanism approaches may be failing, too many are seeing through the ruse. Here's a link "WILLEM

ENGEL INTERVIEWS SORIN SCHAPIRA (ISRAEL)" - www.searchencrypt.com/search  - This starts in Dutch and quickly switches

to English. Again, English is not the Krst language for each, so you need to listen closely.
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Leahoz - that is AN AMAZING VIDEO!
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www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/  ~ https://grapheneos.org  I am so sick of the monsters

calling 5G damage CV... The pseudo-medical establishment has been used for inventing illnesses caused by environmental poisons.

The "cure" is causing the illness. The same people who create the crisis are the one who are supposed to Kx it, proKting on both ends.

For analogies, consider the War on Drugs and the War on Terror. This time, the goal is genocide and it looks like most people swallow

the lies (including the existence of a killer virus), hook, line, and sinker.
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Maybe hook line and stinker?

🦨
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I was trying to think how to phrase something gently.  

People who work in the medical industry and are in the hospitals right now, they are witnessing the worst of the worst.  If all your seeing

is the worst of the worst, your mind bends.  You stop seeing the other 99+% of the population as being able to survive.  As witnesses to

the worst of the worst, it is very easy to only think vaccines - my vet friend is about vaccines because she sees what disease does to

animals.  I have six dogs and we don't do the vax thing, we take care of them with 'other' remedies.  So over the past 12 years, I've had

incredibly healthy pups.  My friend's view is tainted, is what I'm getting at, and she can't see what we're doing to keep them healthy

because she's seen so much bad (with parvo, etc)...

And I think that's where my nurse friends are/were at.

So what I was trying to explain to my better half is, there are also over 200,000 people in our small town who aren't in the hospital.  I

don't know if you can attribute that to masks since about 1 out of every 5 are wearing them here.   But point being, I get it hospitals Kll

up.  Our local hospital has 245 beds.  So yes, they might Kll up.  Because that's not a whole lot of beds when you have a plandemic or

even a ^u season.  I remember the 2017-2018 ^u season, they had tents set up so many people were sick.   But the great thing is, for

covid, if we'd stop monkeying around and if the medical industry would buck up and listen - we can keep people out of the hospitals!

**for my county of 200,000 we've had 277 deaths - this equals 99%+ survivable.

**for my state of 4,625,000 we've lost 11,306 - this equals 99%+ survivable.  

All we have to do is keep people out of the hospitals and we've Kgured out many many censored doctors are already doing that!  That's

the word that needs to get out.  That's where our doctors and nurses who are exhausted need us most.  

We need to Kre Fauci, but there's so much crookedness.
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Yup, Dr Fauci is only the tip of the spear. Plenty of big bucks and big corporations are proKting from his largesse, unlike the

general populace. Its gotta break open somehow. Tv has been unrelenting, and you do not realize how many are sucked in by the

falsehoods and veiled corporate greed!
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Hi Tracy, hospitals will probably be more occupied this winter by those vaccinated by various diseases and infections due to

in^uenza and the coronavirus, and doctors will be forced to say that they are not because of the biological weapons called

"vaccines",

It is already happening that residents of nursing homes and in the countries with the highest administration of coronavirus

"vaccines" are suddenly becoming ill with the Chinese virus infection. In nursing homes, the elderly and workers, in many cases,

had already received punctures, but present new "cases" of the Wuhan ^u.

To hide this situation, more and more lying media articles claim that unvaccinated people are magically spreading the disease to

the vaccinated and using the elderly, the young and other vulnerable groups as emotional and stimulating bait to propel the next

stage of the disease. medical fascism.

apnews.com/article/business-nursing-homes-coronavirus-pandemic-health-..
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Lovestosing, right on! Cognitive distortions re^ect a grain of truth: There *are* ICU cases,  but what percentage does this re^ect

of *all*the CVD19 cases? The Media is doing the exact same cognitive distortion, ringing the bells, chanting the refrain "Fear,

fear" every two minutes, based on the worst case scenarios, ie the ICU cases!

Well what a cheapskate game, Anybody can do That, I thought to myself...all along! This is sick.

I *do* however, sympathize with doctors, nurses who become frightened because they work with the worst cases, or even those

who are sick enough to call the doctor's o.ce. Many may also call in because they are scared, not necessarily sick with COVID.

They see the cases that are bad, to the very worst, so no wonder they are afraid!
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rrealrose, I hope you're right!  I want it break open and break open big!  But the narrative is so skewed and the lies - oh my word.

 Be a good citizen and get the damn shot.  UM NO!

Gui, Hospitals will, but it will be because of the unvaxxed - they'll continue the lies.  I keep saying, "I cannot give what I do not

have!"

Mirandola - you're so right, it IS a cheapskate game!
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM
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Here is one main reason doctors don't speak out about what they know vs. what is being spread by the main stream media. ...... Joint

Statement from the American Board of Family Medicine, American Board of Internal Medicine, and American Board of Pediatrics on

Dissemination of Misinformation by Board CertiKed Physicians about COVID-19. NEWS PROVIDED BY American Board of Internal

Medicine; American Board of Family Medicine; American Board of Pediatrics - Sep 09, 2021, 08:30 ET - PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 9, 2021

/PRNewswire/ -- The Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB), which supports its member state medical licensing boards, has

recently issued a statement saying that providing misinformation about the COVID-19 vaccine contradicts physicians' ethical and

professional responsibilities, and therefore may subject a physician to disciplinary actions, including suspension or revocation of their

medical license.

We at the American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM), the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM), and the American Board of

Pediatrics (ABP) support FSMB's position. We also want all physicians certiKed by our Boards to know that such unethical or

unprofessional conduct may prompt their respective Board to take action that could put their certiKcation at risk. ...The evidence that

we have safe, effective and widely available vaccines against COVID-19 is overwhelming. We are particularly concerned about

physicians who use their authority to denigrate vaccination at a time when vaccines continue to demonstrate excellent effectiveness

against severe illness, hospitalization and death... www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/joint-statement-from-the-american-boa..
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very powerful. It is the same here with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario Canada.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carol, in other words, NOTHING HAS CHANGED! Go to any doctor's o.ce and question the narrative on ANY topic (type-2

diabetes, High Blood Pressure, High Cholesterol, etc) with SCIENCE PROVEN FACTS and they will immediately tell you they can

no longer be your doctor. Back up these facts with data you collect using the 7-Step ScientiKc Method. I did this back in

1992-1995. I got kicked out of over 100 doctor's o.ces. It was mid-1995 before I found a real doctor that would/could answer

my questions. He could explain exactly why my data didn't support their medical protocols. In fact, most of the data I collected

disproved their protocols. Ironically, this doctor did NOT accept insurance as payment and you had to swear not to speak his

name in public after he CURES you! This has been going on for a very long time. It goes back probably before 1970. You only

have to come to one realization to understand why it is this way. THEY ONLY MAKE MONEY IF YOU ARE SICK!
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is why there are few who speak out. I know of a doctor in Toronto who resigned, unable to continue with the deception, and

he had to sell his house. There is a huge cost for those who don't toe the line. The refusal to listen to any blaming of vaccines is

not new. This goes back decades and is entrenched behaviourally in doctors. So only the ones whose moral compass is backed

up by a high level of courage will actually stick their necks out.

The group of nurses who went public in Canada are represented as being 'against health-care workers' and public o.cials call for

banning even quiet demonstrations. The one held in Canada most recently was Krst of all supposed to be a quiet vigil, but a

reporter found someone to quote as threatening to "throw stones at" the journalist. (This was a reference to a protester who

threw gravel at the Prime Minister -- who was not hurt.  During the "October Crisis" a few decades ago, protesters threw eggs or

tomatoes at the then-PM Trudeau Sr, who brazened it out and did not ^ee from the scene.)
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today’s article presents a useful summing up of the various techniques for massaging information to suit the current political, rather

than health agenda, giving a whole new meaning to the old warning behind  “lies, damned lies and statistics”. Our esteemed Chief

Medical O.cer in the UK, Professor Whitty, will no doubt be adding more statistics to justify his recommendation to inject

schoolchildren under 16 at low or no risk from viral infections other than the common cold.  

“For most children and young people COVID-19 is usually a milder illness that rarely leads to complications. For a very few the

symptoms may last for longer than the usual 2 to 3 weeks.” from NHS, Public Health England.

assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att..   An  alternative statistical interpretation re the risk to

young people of infection vs injection: principia-scientiKc.com/whitty-school-jabs-and-an-illegal-act-of-stat..
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are trying to force my son to be vaccinated today ... I no longer have time to continue reading information of any kind! I will

defend your life by whatever means is effective. It is my limit, and I will not measure risks. That is where words are super^uous,

and it would be good to realize it in time.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That said, and at a general level, it would be a matter of not listening to television ... etc., and disappearing from the radius of

in^uence of propaganda, until regaining sanity. It involves changing habits, clearly. There are people who feel "accompanied" by

television programs, and have no method of study ... or curiosity to know, which is a very big problem.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The boobtube is a brainwashing and reality altering device! I'm thankful that I realized that in time.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to see you have got yourself a wee bit mixed up,  anmael. I do not have the power to force anyone to be vaccinated. Please

read my post again and if you require help in understanding it or any of the comments here,  I will be happy to assist you if you

message me privately on vitalvotes. Today’s article is about the false interpretation of statistics or presenting them in such a way

as to create deliberate misunderstanding.  

Strangely enough, my comment is a response to the article therefore is also about statistics and the way they can be

manipulated. It’s not about TV. Try reading it again.  The other main point in my comment apart from statistical deceit, is that the

UK Chief Medical advisor appears to be ignoring his own advice, i.e. the NHS public document which states that 12-15 year olds

are at very low risk of infection. If you have anything relevant to add on the topic being discussed, I would love to hear your view.

I agree randyfast, mainstream television has become just another mind control medium, which is why I cancelled my TV license

well over a year ago (£152 annual fee, stiff penalties for infringement). But my comment here is not about TV - it’s about

statistics and their power to deceive.  If you have an opinion on that topic, it would be appropriate and interesting.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon, I appreciate your concern and willingness to explain. Generally, I try to emphasize the need to resist commands,

understanding that a wide variety of people read the internet, looking for ways out that are understandable to them. This,

regardless of the details that the statistics may have in each speciKc case, the fact that they could be being manipulated by

propaganda means that non-specialists cannot and should not try to judge the degree of alteration that may affect to the

numbers that are published. It does not correspond to their language and ways of knowing.

Perhaps not even the ability to emotionally resist the signiKcance of such a sea of iniquity. This statement may be scandalous to

others, but most people do not have that kind of analytical capacity and must choose their actions with the same urgency as

everyone, since we all suffer the threat equally. I believe that the strategy of the call to resist is a good point in common, which

brings together in a single bundle all those interested, that is, ALL, because it is possible, and also therapeutic. Thanks again.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am now being terrorized at work as HR is giving out "stickers" for those that took The Jab to place on their badges - to LOUDLY display

their dumbiKcation and lemmingness in this medical experiment.  It is exactly what the *** did to the Jews in Germany (yellow star

stickers).  The *** murdered these people ANYWAYS.  I will NOT comply.  I will die my way, NOT theirs!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if I believed in these death jabs and got vaccinated I would not wear a badge that says I'm vaccinated. That is a HIPAA

violation. If an employer requires you to be vaccinated that's their prerogative, but they can't make you wear a badge that says

you are or are not vaccinated for the whole world to see.
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rfagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All through July and August, my local news reported that over 97% of hospitalizations were unvaccinated. (This was  based on the

CDCs data compiled from January thru June when most of the population was unvaccinated.) Then something happened in September:

They now report hospitalizations of people "with symptoms related to the virus" or "with COVID." Notice they no longer say,

"unvaccinated"? That's because the hospitalizations are mostly vaccinated, but they won't say that.
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deborahgraves
Joined On 11/7/2014 8:00:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thanks Dr. Mercola for this info.
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read that members of congress and postal workers - about 600,000 in the country - are EXEMPT from the covid vaccination mandate...

Now what's up with that?? It sounds to me like when the vaccines kill most of the people vaccinated, then congress will still be able to

rule the country. And of course - the mail must be delivered. They will have plenty of postal workers for that! This whole covid debacle is

a GENOCIDE against all of humanity!!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NBA players now too
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flower Girl:

Except the perpetrators of this heinous crime, initially.  

"What goes around, comes around".

At some point in their future, they will be dealing with their imminent demise.  Just hope it's the SUPER bug they are creating via

the boosters.

wethepeopleconvention.org/articles/Vaccine-No-Longer-Recommended
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FlowerGirl1111,

And yet...and yet...SARS-COV-2 is to be regarded as lethal and contagious as bubonic plague, smallpox, TB, typhoid, and Ebola !

But it magically avoids government employees, especially postal workers and members of Congress and the Senate. However,

their "subordinates", their pages and other assistants who sit behind them during hearings, must invariably wear a mask. I

presume you have noticed that while watching hearings on TV channels that cover public (government) affairs. Sometimes

several of those august statespeople are wearing the Holy Diaper while some of their other colleagues are unmasked, or

dangling their mask from one of their ears.

Fine, consistent behavior from those Demi-Gods and Demi-Goddesses of the Great God Government who bray that masks and

"vaccines" are OH ! SO much more powerful than one's immune system against COVID-19 and all of its variants.
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And something I've noticed....every cold or upset stomach or just not feeling well, is now being called Covid, by the sheeple.  They call

their doctors and tell him the symptoms and he agrees (because he's swamped) and then tells them to isolate, which just keeps the lie

alive.
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True. My son recently had chills and urgent care gave him a COVID test $300 Thank god we have insurance.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same thing where I work. Company believes every time someone sneeze, has headache, mild fever etc. They must stay home

and isolate plus get tested...wth???? Then they wonder why we are behind. Not every symptom is related to Covid/death. I'm so

over this drawn out pathetic situation.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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If you're constipated, it's gotta be COVID !

If you fart, it's gotta be COVID !

Car won't start ? It's gotta be COVID !

Have a zit ? It's gotta be COVID !

Have a sty ner your eye ? It's gotta be COVID !

Can't get it up, or get lubed ? It's gotta be COVID !

Got asymmetrical boobs ? It's gotta be COVID !

Are you straight ?  It's gotta be COVID !

Are you LGBTQRSTUVWXYZ ? It's gotta be COVID !

Are you an atheist, a theist, a pantheist ? It's gotta be COVID !

Got halitosis ? It's gotta be COVID !

Is it mass psychosis ?? It's deKnitely COVID !!
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Kar8513
Joined On 6/13/2020 11:06:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, but I must correct your Kgure about 80% of deaths occurring within 14 days of the jab. It's 80% of Emergency Room visits that

occur within that period. About 60% of deaths are within that period. Here is the link to the video I prepared on this subject:

www.bitchute.com/.../L9JswBOWexRg
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Karen for this information!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your link! One heavily interviewed doctor (and sorry, do not remember who) said that the human immune system is

depressed approx. or about 15% with each shot. Therefore, after 2 shots, you'd be down about 30% in immune system response;

leaving the body open for any other infection that may be coming down the pike. RSV? Pneumonia? any other lung concern? Can

you imagine what might occur after the 3rd or 4th booster? Add in free, annual fall ^u shot? All hell may be about to explode

upon a besieged healthcare system, lacking or about to have a lot of missing employees, thanks to Dr Fauci/Biden's presidential

edict, for which the executive branch is not granted the right to make! Already overt killers, with lots of American's blood on their

hands...by deception and fraud.
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JCat1962
Joined On 11/6/2010 10:22:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in British Columbia, Canada where they just put into effect that if you are not double vaccinated you can longer go to theatres,

gyms, concerts, weddings or restaurants etc.  Feeling the pressure I decided to go straight to the source and read the 34 pages PKzer

wrote on guidelines.  In it it says that no follow up studies  have been done on those with auto immune conditions and data is

unavailable. It also said that those with auto immune conditions be advised that the e.cacy of the vaccine may be limited.  On last

nights news they reported that those with immune diseases are encouraged to get their third booster shot.  How are people being so

duped by all this bs?  And I Knd you can’t even have a conversation with all the believers.  They are hostile and insulting.  It’s now at the

point I’m lying to people about being vaccinated.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JCAT, it's very disheartening to witness what is happening in Canada. We have family members spread all the way from

Vancouver to Ontario and we have not been able to see any of them. They require you to be vaccinated, but even if you are you

can't enter Canada. If our relatives in Canada come here they have to quarantine for 2 weeks upon return to Canada. What's even

more concerning is the push to vaccinate when these vaccines don't even make you "immune". They are supposed to "reduce"

symptoms and hospitalizations. I call that pure BS! They've changed the deKnition of a vaccine at the WHO and the USA's CDC

just so these mRNA jabs can be called a vaccine. At least we aren't dealing with Australia.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 5:20:17 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article. I've saved it as a pdf. In-laws are excluding us from T-giving because no gottum shot. Unvaxxed are, in their minds, a real

danger. I guess they think the vaxxed are perfectly safe to be around. I guess they think the vaxxed are immune and can not spread the

virus. I guess they have no faith in their own vaccination, but don't see the contradiction? Should I bother to send them this pdf? Will

humanity get through these weirdest of times? I have serious doubts.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 12:18:42 PM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mike,

Since they exclude you from T-giving, exclude yourself from their funerals. No loss for you either way. If you send ^owers make

sure that they are all masked and "vaccinated".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 9:27:35 PM
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently, I Knd many articles saying that vaccine is stabbed into hand muscle and stays there all the time It doesnt travel through to rest

of body. Thus clotting is not due to spike proteins?!?

What I hear now is that vaccine  is headquartered in the muscle. It doesnt move, it waits for the virus to come in, knock on the muscle in

search  for the spike proteins to get themselves  killed. Kind of sacriKcing?

Clotting is being done by some other lowlife, that's what I hear.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 10:49:30 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was reading the opposite.  Normal vaccines stay in one spot, this one travels and that is a problem.  I have a thousand windows

open, but if I can Knd the link, I will share it!  haha

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 11:45:51 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hand? Its supposed to remain in the arm muscle, that was what PKzer told the FDA in order to obtain EUA approvals. However, it

was later found that only 25% remains put, a large remainder travelling freely throughout the human body, and that's the massive

danger signal.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 12:34:22 PM
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If U.S. hospitals are said to receive $39,200.00 for every Wuhan-^u death recorded in the facility, who's shelling out the cash?   The

Gates Foundation?   The U.S. government?   It's in someone's interest to pay for categorizing deaths thusly, is it not?   Will the receipt of

each $39,200.00 by listed as a separate line item in the hospital's annual income statement?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

US...."we the people" pay for it in the end. Print money at will and make the taxpayer pay for it down the road. This has been the

way for decades and decades. We have no say in where they send the $$$

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 8:43:26 AM
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie...

"We the people" is not the answer, the checks come from somewhere... the CDC?  It's whoever is writing the check ~  that is the

question and the answer to our biggest question.

I feel this is the great reset, new world order.... the government will keep this pandemic going as long as is necessary until all the

pieces are in place.   We will be doomed then.

Hospitals are also getting 5,000.usd for each covid positive test, 19,000. for each hospitalization, and 29,000. for ventilator use.

We need doctors and nurses to speak out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 9:24:08 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are paying for this via monthly health insurance premiums. What insurance doesn't cover you pay out of pocket. They (the

doctors/hospitals) withhold life saving meds and send you home  to quarantine until you can no longer breathe. Then they rush

you to the ICU and put you on a ventilator. The daily ICU/ventilator cost easily exceeds $10,000/day with the average person put

on a ventilator stays there 2 weeks. It's a money making machine. If you die, they get a bonus check of $39K. So rather than give

you $100 worth of life saving meds that offer them no proKts they can send you home knowing you will return with BIG MONEY!
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vmgb5h-leaked-meeting-we-need-to-be-more-scary-to-the-publi..

They have sunk to their lowest.

You’re correct…It’s an absolute shame what the sick care industry is doing.

There is no proKt in healthy and cured people.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted this late yesterday. My mom’s neighbor got the vaxx in March. She had Covid last year. In August she was hospitalized for

anemia and kidney failure. She was really sick. She’s home now doing better. I asked her if she thought that the vaxx might have caused

it. She said no, that was too long ago and she doesn’t believe in the rumors about the vaxx. I didn’t say anything else because I know

she is among the brainwashed
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very sad, Brenda, and even sadder the ignorance of the serious problems of genocidal weapons, called vaccines. Yes, in

authentic menticide. Sarah Green is another victim of "vaccines" but she knows the truth.

‘I JUST WANT MY LIFE BACK’ SAYS 16-YEAR-OLD WHO DEVELOPED NEUROLOGICAL SYMPTOMS AFTER PFIZER VACCINE

In an exclusive interview with The Defender, 16-year-old Sarah Green and her mother described Sarah’s neurological symptoms

following vaccination with PKzer, and how doctors wouldn’t acknowledge the vaccine might be to blame.

When Green asked the doctor if the vaccine could have caused her daughter’s condition, he got very defensive and said, “We

can’t blame everything on the vaccine.” Green said the physician’s response was frustrating. “How can you say you don’t know

what it is but say the vaccine isn’t the cause?” she asked. Green said, “As soon as we said it was the vaccine, it was like they

couldn’t get us out of there fast enough.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/sarah-green-16-year-old-neurologic..  (09/14/21)
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Gui, I read that last night too. So sad. The Defender is a great resource
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kim Iversen: Is Fauci’s Botched Handling Of The AIDS Epidemic Being Repeated? Sep 7, 2021 - The Hill - Kim Iversen analyzes Dr.

Fauci's past support of AZT to treat HIV/AIDS and his current support of mRNA vaccines for COVID-19. https://youtu.be/ezKb_AFvU4g
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People have to realize that a number of 'churches' are 501k and therefore government-controlled and will push the dictates told to them

to push on threat of losing their status.  Also - 'not everyone who calls me Lord Lord..." there are tares sown among the wheat such as

Franklin Graham, Rick Warren, and others who are in reality servants of the evil one.  A construct of lies has been built around us and it

takes work to see through it.  One pastor blew the whistle and said that they tried to recruit him to usher his ^ock to 'go peacefully' when

taken from their homes.  The best I can say is arm yourself.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could our natural immunity overcome this? Perhaps in very rare cases of integration of all the health councils in a single organism, plus

an exceptionally strong spirit? www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-gr..  ~

www.drrobertyoung.com/post/science-team-reveals-graphene-aluminum-lnp-..  ~ www.drrobertyoung.com/blog
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Natural immunity and the miracle cures are just about as effective against the bioweapon in the shots as peeing on a house Kre.

Still, marketing them gives people hope so that those condemned to die would not revolt.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, which ones would you call miracle cures? Disappear 5G receptors, or healthy diets that slowly strengthen our body?

The suggestion of money that will never be enough to buy life?
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Astonished, my natural immune system is destroying Covid. Almost over it. Not much worse than the ^u.

I don't know why you--and many others--think the human immune system no longer exists.
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At this stage of events, say that "New alliance of doctors: hospitals are killing people, doctors are being 'paralyzed' by regulators,

leading to 'hundreds of thousands of excessively unnecessary deaths", and that " Fifteen top-level doctors met in Puerto Rico last week

to form a strategy to counter the rampant corruption that they say is destroying the American medical profession and causing

thousands of unnecessary deaths, "rather than generating fear in the population should be registered the feeling of growing courage

and an invitation to join ranks with these professionals. If knowing that they are planning your death and those of your children does not

make you react, you are ALREADY dead!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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These doctors need to found their own accreditation, just like those, who want to be free, must establish a parallel force of

everything. The Knal battle between Good and Evil...
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I think so, Astonished ... Knowing that God wins the celestial battle does not exempt us, dwellers of time, from Kghting in his

name. Die and Resurrect, that's all. The binary vision is ours alone.
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Anmael, Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Corrie ten Boom were Christians during WW2.

Both fought Hitler's evil.

We need more people like that now. God hates cowards.
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Gladys Berejiklian the Australian NSW Premier has stated she will let vaxxed people out (of jail) to go to restaurants, footy etc but she

makes it clear the non-vaxxed will remain in lockdown.  She says it in a voice that makes her sound like a headmistress talking to

naughty children.

She is determined to force everyone to be vaxxed or she will make life miserable for non-vaxxed.

I could scream listening to her bossy voice.  No-one should have that much power.
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www.youtube.com/watch       how much has changed?
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Hum........must be the 'In Thing"  to tell yourself and friends and family..."I have Covid , so Ill sleep in for a  couple of days"  

BUT.......unless you have a 50 million dollar electron microscope.....how do you KNOW it's Covid???   .......

Well you would say "I feel bad  ,  I have a temperature....my taste is less  I have headache, My body aches ..."  yadayadayada....

Well , facts are....RFPoisoning has the same 'side effects' ..so does the common ^u , a hangover ,or magnesium deKciency or deKciency

in Vitamins B complex of Vit D3 K2 or an allergy , slept  position , side effects from a drug or food or pollen.. a dust, or a thousand other

'ailments' .......but since billions of people have been virtually  Bathed in this Covid PROPAGANDA for the last year or more.....its more

"convient" to say the "InThing"  ......its Covid!!!!!!!!

AND...so do millions of doctors and nurses and medical puppets worldwide and health care people  and Mr Joe Blow  and Suzie

Creampie and every other MOUTHPIECE waddling ..........YES.everyone wants to do" The Covid-CandyTwist"

Kinda like this  >>   www.youtube.com/watch

yeah........rock-n-rll they way it should be.and ya don't see and fat slobs  www.youtube.com/watch

Or people bit ching about BLM or
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OMG.......this is IT......    www.youtube.com/watch
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YES.everyone wants to do" The Covid-CandyTwist"

Kinda like this  >> www.youtube.com/watch

YES eva1   grab a mask..stay 2 metres (high) .....errrr..apart unless you have oxygen tanks  ......and lets do Da
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"Candy-Covid-Twist"    ,,,,yeah.we could have that liveliest, High-spirited , Tony Fauci with 5 masks and 12 feet HiGh.....tellin evea

1 what to do and how to do IT!!!!!!....Hey is Bill on Da Sax....blowin'    ....hey look,  its Monica ......with a Cigar.....oh...wait a

\minute........the Barack Obama's.....pencil...LOL..Shaddup Mike  !!!!
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CDC outrunning the Sources and References?  Footnote 14 comes up as a page directing you to a page that doesn't discuss changing

the PCR guidelines:

"This content is located at the address below. Please take a moment to update your bookmark:"

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/downloads/Information-for-laboratories-C..
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Joined On 6/26/2021 3:25:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flatten the curve = Extend the pandemic.

Any high school math student understands this.
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HollyBerries
Joined On 3/27/2021 5:49:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nurse Whistleblowers Speak Out About Covid-19 Vaccines

www.brighteon.com/7bdd4db4-72a4-4a86-8f44-cd7535b9d578
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Karmala
Joined On 3/3/2010 6:52:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I can think of is ... if all of the government's numbers are true then why does it allow countless thousands of people with no

vaccination documents to enter our country every day.
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RoV2021
Joined On 5/23/2021 12:14:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am eternally grateful to Dr. Mercola for all his info and help! I am chagrined that you have to take down these articles! I hope the

international lawsuit, the Renz lawsuit, and the Fuellmich lawsuit all come together asap so that we can live again! This article is

profoundly informative like all your others including the one about the bioweapon ! I have donated and wish to donate even more for

such a cause! Blessings to you Dr. M. I want to see the day when you no longer need a timer! This makes me so sad and frustrated, its

just not America like this!
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deceit of these agencies is nauseating.
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please say no to the vaccine for domestic air travel and sign this petition:

standforhealthfreedom.com/.../vaccine-mandates-wont-^y
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From what my research I've found out that probably Czech Republic (Czechia) has the highest percentage of natural immunity in the

world.  They seem to be doing very well.  Check out the graphs. www.worldometers.info/.../czech-republic
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interest read, with names.

theexpose.uk/2021/09/14/building-an-empire-the-united-nations-using-th..
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the degradation of our external environment through chemical toxicity, and environmental toxins On The Rise because of warming

temperatures, and ditto for the internal environment of our bodies, I think the only chance for human survival right now is for pockets of

us to Kght as hard as we can to be as chemically free as possible, it's not easy! Especially now that the State is Kxated on coming after

us with tiny little Swords of Poison!
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course it’s lie. I’m unvaccinated but had COVID almost a year ago. Followed Dr. Ms advice and it was nothing. The lingering nausea

was the worst but in a week I was Kne.

I now have natural permanent immunity.
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Kar8513
Joined On 6/13/2020 11:06:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video shows the CDC's web page with its whacky deKnition of what constitutes being "fully vaccinated". It also shows the numbers

of vaccine-related deaths reported to VAERS that occur within 14 days of the jab. That turns out to be 60% of all the deaths!

www.bitchute.com/.../L9JswBOWexRg
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RobertEJ
Joined On 1/5/2009 9:42:34 AM
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I am confused, can someone please enlighten me....This article states:  "In a June 30, 2021, appearance on Fox News (video above),

epidemiologist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough pointed out that “It is very clear from the U.K. Technical BrieKng19 that was

published June 18 that the vaccine provides no protection against the Delta variant.”20"  However, when I pull up reference 19, the UK

brieKng of June 18, it seems to me that it states that the vaccine DOES provide very good protection against the Delta variant.  What the

heck?  I don't know who or what to believe.  If someone can explain this disparity, I would greatly appreciate it.  Thanks.
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just saw this, please others verify if this is hype or possibility? With what is happening with Israel and the UK, they predict all

vaccinated people will be locked down as they are carrying a great load of the virus, thoughts??

canadiantimes.live/health/all-vaxxinated-people-must-quarantine-over-t..
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was digging around in there, clicking on the links at the bottom, one said it was an alternative to the Drudge Report.   I wonder

how accurate the covidglobalnews site is..
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Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow if this turns out to be remotely true when this house of cards comes down it's going to come down real hard! Oh the irony,

can you imagine?
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mehlinda, I've been saying this since Feb 3rd, 2021. My reasoning for quarantining the vaccinated isn't exactly the same as

Perronne's. I've said since the beginning of this that the people most likely to catch Covid-19 are the people in that 4-to-8 week

window after being vaccinated. You can see this by looking at each country's highest spike in "New Dailey Cases" at

www.worldometers.info/coronavirus . Just click on any country and observe the week they had their highest number of "Dailey

New Infections" and then go do a search for when that country rolled out their vaccinations. Every single country saw their worst

week 2 to 4 weeks following the vaccine rollouts! Same goes for their death rates. Most of the deaths are not being contributed

to the vaccines. They are testing these people and they are testing positive for Covid-19. These vaccines are so toxic they

destroy your immune system for about the Krst 6 weeks. The CDC conveniently does not consider you fully vaccinated until 2

weeks after the 2nd jab and that's about 6 weeks after the Krst jab. It is during that time frame everyone is getting Covid-19. It is

imperative that anyone getting these vaccines quarantine for at least 6 weeks. Perronne, in my opinion, is correct in telling

everyone that got vaccinated 6 months ago to go hide in a sealed vault. It appears that ADE is taking place. I think he is making

up a lot of stuff to scare people into hiding and not telling them it is ADE. If anyone spills the beans on this ADE taking place they

will probably disappear (like in China). The USA is having the same issue, but the CDC cleverly disguises those numbers/cases

as something else.  They don't even track a breakthrough case unless you are hospitalized.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I brought up Gibraltar weeks ago on this site.  I'm glad someone is listening.
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chrisphillips
Joined On 9/27/2010 9:26:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you ...i need to know i am hearing the truth.  i have chosen to trust some of what you say...
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chrisfrantzen
Joined On 11/16/2010 5:36:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very informative. I do have a question hoping someone can answer. The article says if you are vaccinated it uses a lower threshold for

the testing. How does the lab know if you have been vaccinated or not?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When they process your paperwork at the clinic they know if you have been vaccinated or not. It's all tied to to SSN and your

insurance. That's what the vaccine passports will be about. The passports will streamline all of this. Just say no when they ask

for you SSN and you health insurance. Tell them you don't have insurance. They can not refuse service. I'm waiting for Biden to

take that right away from us next!! I go to the clinics that post the cost of their services and I bring CASH! If they refuse services

you have a lawsuit. To make the lawsuit  even more dramatic, declare that they are discriminating against you. You have to Kght

Kre with Kre. This is a war!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Leana Wen took Biden to task for misinformation?

She's full of it herself. Wen has repeatedly called for mandatory vaccinations on the grounds that millions of people will catch Covid and

die otherwise.

Lying, psycho witch.
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the vaccine has compromised her brain???
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AllCotton
Joined On 12/18/2007 1:49:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also important to note regarding skewed data and its interpretation is this paragraph from the same CDC paper calculating rates during

a period (June 20-July 17) where the Delta variant was on the rise.  This paragraph suggests the vaccine is becoming less effective in

terms of cases, hospitalizations and death, with over twice the number of vaccinated dying as the earlier period.  This important info

however, does not make the headline which a quick google search will show in many many publications.

"During April 4–June 19, fully vaccinated persons accounted for 5% of cases, 7% of hospitalizations, and 8% of deaths overall; these

percentages were higher during June 20–July 17 (18%, 14%, and 16%, respectively). Using the reported 37% vaccination coverage for

the 13 jurisdictions during April 4–June 19 and an assumption of 90% VE, vaccinated persons would have been expected to account for

6% of cases (close to the 5% observed). With 53% coverage reported during June 20–July 17, vaccinated persons were expected to

account for 10% of cases at a constant VE of 90%; the observed 18% would have been expected at a lower VE of 80%."
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember ...Figures don't lie but liars can Kgure .....
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e_g5680
Joined On 11/16/2014 1:22:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, I don’t comment often, maybe because I have nothing more intelligent to say than you people already say., Instead I listen and

mostly agree to what is being said.  I listen and learn from you all as well as obviously Dr. Mercola - that’s why I am here,  By now I’m fed

up with government all over the world.  How dare they intervene  what doctors prescribe. Since when were they bought and paid for?

 Ince when could governments intervene on doctors’ orders.  Well, I guess it goes back to cancer patients and the necessity for chemo

treatments and no other treatments are allowed, that is if insurance companies will,pay for this.  Same thing seems to be happening

now with Covid.  I’m so upset, ^abbergasted and mad.  The only treatment allowed is Remdesivir  the very treatment that kills you,

GREAT!  It was Fauci  who decided this medication to be “the end all” for all hospital patients.  

Well, Dr. Martin and Fuellmich of Germany certainly  quelched this idea.  (Pls excuse any misspelling).  

I have no respect for a government that is silencing dialogue between scientists of all spectrums of be,kegs, and have lost all respect of

social media, google, Facebook etc shutting down all and any not towing to government  ideals.  Where has our intellectual discussion

gone? Science has always been based on discussion - that’s how we decided the the Earth was not ^at!  I am in dispair of how big

pharma S ruling the world, this must end.
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"social media, google, Facebook etc shutting down all and any not towing to government  ideals."

Wrong. During the Trump days, the above listed mediaand more were allowing opposition voices only.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I left all social media that had any censoring behind it.  It's so very frustrating!  Especially with Fauci and Remdesivir - ugh!  He

might as well be prescribing AZT !!!  35+million AIDS victims have died.  Why do we keep him in charge? :( And he's doing the

same with Remdesivir.  I'm so mad at him also!  Especially when we're prescribing hydroxychloroquine and antibiotics here WITH

SUCCESS.  As well as my PT who had it very bad in her lungs and she was given Ivermectin and a nebulizer with steroids (I think

hydrogen peroxide would have helped her better) - but she stayed out of the hospital.  So some doctors are listening!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Zark/troll, when's the last time you heard a tweet from Trump? Twitter SILENCED him! He is banned from pretty much all social

platforms.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

e_g5680

This is going to end when people don't buy pharmaceuticals, and neither does junk food.

When today's horrendous cities and the extractive model of goods production disappear where they came from.

In other words, when this civilization of comfortable and unscrupulous people ends, who in their ignorant selKshness cares

about nothing more than their belly.

People with a dominating mentality and a sweet tooth to have abundant money without getting tired.

Do you know what a sick person is? The one who goes to the doctor!

 The natural condition of our life is able to heal without them.

Sometimes it hurts ... and that's the purge for having contradicted it.
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sentence about propping up the narrative would be clearer if the adverb "only" were placed with the expression it modiKes, instead

of in front of the verb "counting", (NB adverbs sometimes modify adjectives, as in this instance).

I suggest this version would be a more effective statement:

"The CDC also hides vaccine failures and props up the “pandemic of the unvaccinated” narrative by counting only breakthrough cases

that result in hospitalization or death."
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teenaraindroptexas.com
Joined On 9/3/2020 5:55:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting--- the Link for Notation #14 which should be a CDC statement about Case Investigation Guidelines- a PDF Kle.... Actually

now takes you to a Specimen packaging redirect on the CDC site.  They must not want that PDF out there!

PS is there a way to put your posts behind a Paywall that we can subscribe to and see the archives?
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dan9170
Joined On 7/26/2017 1:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the reference #14 concerning the PCR cycle threshold difference between vaccinated vrs unvaccinated, it leads to the CDC website,

but there is no mention of the cycle threshold difference.  Am I missing that or can you provide a link to the direct area on the CDC

website?
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cam9513
Joined On 7/23/2015 9:18:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not see a source for the article statement that that the CDC uses different ampliKcation numbers for PCR tests depending on

whether you are vaccinated or not. Can anyone share a source?
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sunfowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listened to Dr. Judy Mikovits, a former employee of PKzer and others on Frank Speech news last evening on this Covid charade.   They

advised to NOT go to the hospital if you get sick with what seems to be the virus.   And of course to NOT get the death jab.  Ppl are

ending up in the hospital FROM the jab, not from the virus.   This is a PLANdemic as Dr. Mercola has said all along.   I wish that i didn't

live in a condo community with so many stupid Sheep who got the jab.   Most of them listen to the Fake news with all of its fear

mongering about the Covid.   What a world we live in!
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treemcg7
Joined On 5/13/2021 8:46:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out this video as further proof of how numbers are being manipulated. This video also conKrms that this is really a pandemic of

fear.

twitter.com/.../1436466927703138308
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Louise Vopelak
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:26:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen people its simple:    Better Safe then sorry....Dont do it, Dont get the vaccine...the Devil is in it.......its that simple.....
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Justice Department Announces Largest Health Care Fraud Settlement in Its History

PKzer to Pay $2.3 Billion for Fraudulent Marketing

www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-largest-health-car..  (2008 but still).

USA now mandating their eua shots and fda INSANELY approved this companies dangerous concoction of toxic chemicals.

Criminals.
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deanna125
Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.facebook.com/NovantHealth   Watch the two minute video and then go to the facebook page and

comment where I posted the video. Shocking but not really.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Anyone who dies within the Krst 14 days post-injection is counted as an unvaccinated death." Double beneKt for depop Resetters.  Not

only does this make the unvaxxed falsely blamed but at same time reduces the myriad deaths FROM vax, often occurring in short time

after jab. Only evil is this diabolical.
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The freedom Job Network contains only job postings that DO NOT require vaccines.

www.thefreedomjobnetwork.com
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A glimmer of hope

www.zerohedge.com/political/federal-judge-blocks-new-york-state-health..
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vl533j-former-kgb-agent-yuri-bezmenov-warns-america-about-s..
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sevin....this is one of the best warnings ever, right from "the horse's mouth", from 1984 no less.

BUT seeing the level of "Sheepitis" in democratic countries, one is not left with a very positive outcome from this warning.  

"Onwards and Upwards" to all of us who know what we stand to lose.
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rgwebber1
Joined On 12/27/2012 7:42:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please send me information on how I can obtain a simple drug combination as per Dr Peter McCullough's advise in your article of today.

 I live in Ontario Canada & I'm wondering how I can get the drug combination so that I have it available if I get sick.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They lie about everything.
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edberkovich
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:13:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Footnote 14 supporting the pasted paragraph now gets redirected. It would be nice to have the CDC link for this: "In mid-May 2021, the

CDC Knally lowered its recommended CT count, but only for patients who have received one or more COVID shots.14 So, if you have

received a COVID injection, the CDC’s guidelines call for your PCR test to be run at a CT of 28 or less. If you are unvaccinated, your PCR

test is to be run at a CT of 40, which grossly overestimates the true prevalence of infection."
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too am looking for this information. The footnote does not provide the information on the unvax being tested at a higher CT
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can do a search online and Knd several reports from different websites stating this. Most of them provide a link to this CDC

document. Just like Dr. Mercola's link, all of them fail to work. I personally bookmarked most of those reports and none of the

links in those reports work anymore. Some work, but they take you to something unrelated to what is supposed to be there. It's

called BIG BROTHER.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

almost 19 months in now and still zero accountability
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How to make the guilty accountable when the guilty are in charge?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point Lionel! Sounds like you are just a bit more evolved than I in lost hope. I am holding on by a thread thinking there will in

fact be accountability at some point and I do not mean God's wrath. I mean GOOD people holding THOSE people responsible for

the obvious agenda playing out.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

at least 65% of VACCINATED idi..ts keep DEVELOPING and Will develop at one point in their lives BLOOD clots. This scary fact CDC

prefers to hide. Interestingly how many in CDC head "quarters" stuff have already experienced this amazing out of the body experience

??? We have to wait and see another year or more when the vaccinated zombies in the White House will start ringing the bells and

alarms...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a suspicious feeling that all of those "jabs" we saw them receive on TV were stunts. They probably got jabbed with saline.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So long as people buy into the Germ THEORY of Disease, all these escape clauses will continue to be handy.  But if you understand that

symptoms of any kind happen for a reason (the Creator willed it), then you will see that there is no need whatsoever to attribute

sickness to outside entities ^oating around.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horses..it,

germs exist.  You are brainwashed.  Try sleeping with someone who is just coming down with a cold....
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@00.

My husband, child and I slept together on the same mattress for about 11 years.  I got sick once with a  respiratory infection

(quite bad; I'd call it the ^u, which lasted about 10 days) and the other two who shared my bed did not get sick.

PS.  I did not say that germs don't exist.  They do - and they serve a beneKcial purpose.  I welcome colds, ^us, corona 19, or

anything else of that nature you can name.  Why?  Because such infections warn you of your overall weakened, unhealthy

condition.  It is telling you to improve your overall health.  The "germs" are mainly agents, not causative.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horsea, so what causes food poisoning? What causes infections? What causes river blindness? What causes herpes? How is

herpes spread? If germ theory is wrong then salmonella and ecoli aren't the reasons people get sick from undercooked chicken

and beef. If germ theory is wrong the parasites aren't what causes river blindness. If viruses don't exist then what causes herpes

transmission during sex? Im not disputing you or the germ theory, but something causes these diseases.
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@00

Yeah, I agree there is something that seems to pass and have similar symptoms. Chicken Pox is recognizable and you get them

after attending a pox party. Then you never get them again.

But there is more to it than just that, and not everything we see may follow from the same cause. Especially if the symptoms are

more generic or general and varied. Then it could be symptoms of your own body expunging whatever toxin, be it virus bacteria,

or chemical.

They have deKnitely jumped the shark on vaccines though, and I'm not sure that any of them ever worked.
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"Horsea, so what causes food poisoning? What causes infections? What causes river blindness? What causes herpes? How is

herpes spread? If germ theory is wrong then salmonella and ecoli aren't the reasons people get sick from undercooked chicken

and beef. If germ theory is wrong the parasites aren't what causes river blindness. If viruses don't exist then what causes herpes

transmission during sex? Im not disputing you or the germ theory, but something causes these diseases."

Food poisoning occurs when you ingest a poison, e.g., Salmonella & E. Coli (a certain version of it).  Your body rightly rejects it,

and produces the symptoms of discharge such as severe puking and diarrhea. We are not designed to ingest hundreds of other

poisons, either,  (snake venom/poison mushrooms, eg), but when you vomit them out, that is not considered an illness or an

infection.  JUst a necessary DISCHARGE.  

Those infections that you list - here is the reality:  the "germ" requires a necessary substrate (toxic buildup in your body) to

reproduce itself and cause symptoms.  These symptoms are what prevents you from dying - why would you want to hang onto

the unhealthy matter in your body which gives these "germs" a place to take hold and set up shop permanently?  Snot (mucus),

yellow stuff coughed up from your lungs, etc. - these are DISCHARGES.  Even Medical Doctors, a stupid bunch if there ever were

any, know that fevers are good. "Germs" get these discharges going.  Herpes?  You have to be susceptible, same as all the other

infections.  Not everyone having sex with someone who has herpes gets the symptoms him- or herself.  

Yes, certain "germs" are associated with certain clusters of symptoms - but that does not make them the fundamental cause.

 Otherwise, everyone who contacts a certain "germ" will then get the symptoms - but they do not.  Why did my husband and child

not get the ^u when sleeping in the same bed as I did for days? Because they were strong and I was weak. Period.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Here's what I don't get! I owned and played with the most salmonella infested animals on the planet (reptiles) growing up. I never

got sick from them. From the time I was 6 I had either a rodent of some kind or a reptile of some kind up until I was 18. These

animals are known to be covered in salmonella and/or E.coli. I never got sick from either and I rarely (never) washed my hands. I

got my Krst food poisoning at age 27. I was taking Prilosec (proton pump inhibitor/PPI), Sudafed, and Benadryl. Your stomach

acid and sinuses are your Krst line of defense against anything infectious. When you take drugs to suppress stomach acid and

mucus production you open the door for INFECTIONS! When I quit taking PPI's, antihistamines, and decongestions in 1995 I

never got another case of food poisoning. I never got another sinus infection. Until Jan 2020 I could say I never had another

respiratory infection (bronchitis). I had a very mild case of bronchitis in Jan 2020 which I think was caused by Covid-19, but I

have no proof. I've never had bronchitis for no reason. It was always a secondary infection that came after the ^u or cold. I didn't

have either. I have not done the T-Detect test yet. It's probably too late for that.
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@jamnjim.   You mentioned that "I was taking Prilosec (proton pump inhibitor/PPI), Sudafed, and Benadryl. Your stomach acid

and sinuses are your Krst line of defense against anything infectious. When you take drugs to suppress stomach acid and mucus

production you open the door for INFECTIONS!"

So good that you understand these things.  Any Dr. who can't Knd any other way to deal with your health issues than giving you

stomach acid suppressing drugs should be doing 10 years at hard labor.  This is criminal.  Adequate stomach acid is100%

necessary for good health.  I am not the least bit surprised that your problem with infections went away when you stopped those

nasty drugs.  Same for drugs that stop mucus production.  Drs., most of them, have learned nothing over the years.

I read in one of Adelle Davis' books that a Dr. told her that anti-acid drugs should be BANNED.  And this was back in the 1950s

and 60s.  And still, they are doing this.  There's tons of info available on how to deal with health problems that do not involve

taking these poisons.
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Having recently had a Covid outbreak where I work and most over 80% of the residents are vaccinated the residents who had Covid

were those who had been vaccinated except for 1, we did have 1 death, in the unvaccinated individual, which was due to their

underlying medical conditions, but this is being counted as a Covid death because the individual had Covid when they died.
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What a great article, straight from CDC's lying mouth.  How i wish there was a way to save this article...does anyone know how?  God

help us.
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copy text and "paste" into a document in a word-processing program on your own computer. Also copy the URL though it will not

be accessible, along with the title and date so that at least you know where it was from. Remember to click on 'sources and

references' and you can copy and paste that too. Even if this article is gone, a lot of the sources might stay accessible.
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jamNjim
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Look at the very top of the web page. Just to the left of "HI, your name" is a PDF icon. Just click on that and this report gets

downloaded in PDF format.
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Thanks to you both for showing me how to keep this very important article.  As I scrolled to the top of the article, I also happened

to notice a PDF option directly under the title/date. So glad I can save these articles, thanks again.
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No problem!
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I'm sure most here know this jab has been in development for the better part of 20 years, 4 (I believe) animal trials that were, of course,

unsuccessful.  The last one, ALL animals died within 2 months of re-exposure to the wild virus.  This appears to be what is happening

now...am I completely off base here?
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sjk0116 - you are correct. I've been following this for many years. No animals survived when exposed to the same thing they

were vaccinate for. But here we are, being told all of this is safe/effective. Total bologna.
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You are totally correct. It is for that reason (ADE) there has never been a successful coronavirus vaccine. Not one single

coronavirus or coronavirus-like virus has had a successful vaccine developed and approved by the FDA. All of them failed animal

testing due to ADE. The only reason this PKzer vaccine got approval is that they SKIPPED the animal trials!! Animal trials take a

very long time. They usually start with the cheapest lab animal like a mouse that's been genetically modiKed to have lung tissue

like a human's. If that succeeds they go to a larger animal that actually has real lungs that are like humans (ferrets). If that test is

successful they move on to something like monkeys. Monkeys are very expensive lab animals. They don't normally go for the

monkeys until they are 100% conKdent in the SAFETY of the vaccine. Then if that test goes well they move on to human trials.

This all TAKES YEARS!! It's mind blowing that these vaccines got EUA , much less FDA approval! This is Russian Roulette!

I've been studying this stuff ever since I got my Krst ^u vaccine at age 10. My Krst question to the nurse/doctor giving me the jab

was "can I get a cold vaccine". The doctor/nurse quickly explained to my why we don't have a vaccine for the cold and NEVER

WILL! Of course, it went way over my head. So I spent a lot of spare time trying to understand all of this and to witness what is

taking place today with these vaccines is PREMEDITATED MURDER! Anyone over the age of 75 getting these mRNA jabs better

have their WILL updated and a power-of-attorney  they trust!
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The link to CDC recommended CT count has moved (14 CDC.gov COVID-19 Vaccine Breakthrough Case Investigation Guidelines (PDF)),

so reference 14 needs updating.  I spent some time on the search engine trying to Knd the recommendation of different CT counts for

vax vs non on CDC website but could not Knd it. Would be very interested in an updated link if the Mercola team can Knd it.
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I had several reports from different websites bookmarked that provided links to the CDC's document that instructed testing

facilities on what to set the CT to for vaccinated vs unvaccinated. None of those links work anymore. GO FIGURE!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a battle, possibly the Knal battle between Good and Evil. The non-compliant must kick out the compliant from important

positions, before it happens the other way around.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM
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It is sickening how 'experts' can put out such nonsense. They are creating scenarios that have no connection to reality. The unfortunate

part is that people read this and believe it. ... Chicago Tribune: From booster shots to mixing and matching vaccines, 5 things to know

for those who got Johnson & Johnson - SEP 14, 2021 ...1. You should feel reassured about the protection that you have. Dr. Michelle

Prickett, who has worked in Northwestern’s COVID-19 intensive care unit throughout the pandemic, said the vaccines all work well. She

said that for vaccinated people who are hospitalized, it is primarily vulnerable populations with less severe cases.

Unvaccinated people are still coming in with very progressive respiratory failure and the COVID-19 pneumonia that was so dangerous

last year and continues to be. She has not noticed one vaccine or another sticking out more among hospitalized patients. “The main

point I would stress is people that are vaccinated do much better than people that are unvaccinated,” she said. Dial Hewlett, head of the

division of disease control at the Westchester County Department of Health and a fellow at the Infectious Diseases Society of America,

noted that all vaccines are preventing severe disease and death; he noted that we are not seeing large numbers of hospitalizations and

deaths among vaccinated populations.

In short, all the vaccines are helpful. Before the delta variant began to spread, the Johnson & Johnson vaccine was 66% effective at

preventing COVID-19, while PKzer and Moderna were 95% and 94%, respectively, although all three were highly effective at preventing

hospitalization and death....New studies from the CDC showed unvaccinated people were 10 times more likely to be hospitalized, and

11 times more likely to die.... www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-covid-johnson-johnson-shot-vacci..
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Humanity is swimming in a sea of lies and deception!
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM
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There is a reference in this well written article to using a different CT (cycle threshold) for those who are "vaccinated" and unvaccinated.

I went to that site but could not locate the information. Does anyone here know where I can Knd this information. It would be much

appreciated as I have always suspected this to be the case but need proof of it. Thank you!
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ZHA, I bookmarked several reports from different sources that had links to the CDC's document that gave speciKc instructions on

what to set the CT at for vaccinated vs unvaccinated people. Unfortunately, all of those links are blocked or they take you to

something totally unrelated. So, I can't pull them up to show everyone........CENSORSHIP at work! They are getting desperate!

Fauci has called in I.T. to dump all the Kles on the networks and has the giant paper-shredder-van parked outside his o.ce

building!
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@jamNjim Thanks for reaching out and letting me know. Censorship is brutal! If anyone else Knds anything, please send us a

link.
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Karlaqh
Joined On 1/12/2013 7:13:00 AM
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Which section in this source instructs different testing for vaccinated vs unvaccinated? 14 CDC.gov COVID-19 Vaccine Breakthrough

Case Investigation Guidelines (PDF)     I can't Knd it.
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jamNjim
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The CDC actually made that announcement WAY back! I probably can't Knd it now, but it was clearly stated on the CDC's website

that "THEY ARE NO LONGER TRACKING BREAKTHROUGH CASES" unless those cases result in hospitalization or death.
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Go get em doc..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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A) The largest medical "trial" in history....is being fudged. This would seem to be typical of the way BigPharma operates. Here is quite a

shocking true story about that unfortunate fact: Monkeys died post-vaccine with blood and pus in their lung aveoli when exposed to the

live virus, and BigPharma truncated the study to exclude this deathly "side effect". Safe? Effective? Just trust BigPharma eh?

 vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2   I hope the world catches on. We must help by spreading word around widely. And just let

people taunt. They need to do their research.

B) The prevailing refrain: Vax up! To protect the vaccinated. And all for "vaccines" that are stated openly not to reduce disease spread.

So what does this "vax up" thing have to do with medical safety? The coercion of the masses is based on the pure illusion of "safety"

and doctors are medically prejudiced, to the point of blindness.  People aren't thinking right now, they are merely fueled by their

emotional brain.

C) People have Every Right to refuse an experimental drug that has not been adequately tested. I disagree with the statement that the

side effects are "unknown". BigPharma, Fauci, CDC, WHO know what it takes to create autoimmune attack. If they don't know, then they

don't belong in o.ce. If they do know, jail 'em all! Either way, in their position of high responsibility, there are no excuses! Checkmate!

 D) I have read blogs about people being shu�ed to a separate tent area at the doctor's o.ce if they didn't take the vaccine that is

known to not reduce the spread of the illness! What's up with this? Fear, not logic rules, even in doctors' brains!  E) Finally, a person can

be concerned about side effects without being "anti vax". Pro choice! Evidently that is enough to get a person dissed....It's time to

correct the record! This is commentary about the socio political climate, not medical advice. Information is generic, not speciKc. Ask a

doctor...who you trust!
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How about just "informed consent"? Ask anyone administering these vaccines what's actually in them and they don't know. I'm

not putting anything in my body that I don't know what ingredients it contains. I have too many allergic reactions to meds. I'm

allergic to most supplements. Some of the adverse reactions being reported to VAERS are the same reactions I have to

fat-soluble vitamins/supplements. I suffer optic nerve damage (pain in the eyes and vision loss) when I take any fat soluble

vitamins/supplements.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM
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I’m not going to be a guinea pig 

🐷

 so I will refuse the jab .
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Astonished
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The graphene oxide is in all of us, making us vulnerable for mass psychosis. If we touch a jabbed person, or inhale the same air

as he, sooner or later,  we become "vaccinated." We are not guinea pigs. We are victims of a worldwide genocide.
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I knew when this hit that they would come out with a "vaccine" - the Jesuits used 'The poisoned needle.'  What I Knd disconcerting are

the number of brainwashed people - almost as if something was put in the water.  I still can't Kgure out why some of us can see right

through it while others cannot.  I tend to think it must be spiritual.  I also know that public education deliberately dumbs down the

masses and this can be clearly seen when you engage with members of the public. Hollyweird also 'programs' in dangerous ways.  I

went to a local Little League game and lost all hope for America after watching such disrespectful, abusive, amoral youth.  I knew they

were all products of watching endless hours of TV and the Klth it generates. I don't even use a TV anymore - it's nothing more than an

indoctrination tool of the elite. It 'programs' the minds of the masses.  I've spoken with others who have given up TV.  It can be one
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small way of rejecting their control.

I read that the elite were trying to break down everyones health to fulKll their depopulation goals.  I recall being at a function and

looking around at all the unhealthy people so the blindness may also have something to do with the bad diets perpetrated on the public.

 It may affect brain function.  Also, if people aren't Kltering their water they're getting a steady dose of heavy metals, ^uoride,

birth-control pills, and whatever they're spraying us with in the geoengineering program. However, I don't know if nano-sized particles

they're spraying is removed.  I had to get a haircut and was forced to wear a mask and couldn't breathe.  I mentioned to the woman

cutting my hair that they found graphene in the masks. She looked at me blankly and I told her it's a poison they found in the vaccines

as well.  She said not one word.  If that was me I'd be trying to learn as much as I could.  I don't understand it - it's as if people don't want

to know the truth.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The VA is just as bad. I have to wear masks just to enter the VA clinics or hospitals. I had to go to the Madison Wisconsin VA

hospital for some vascular testing. I was forced to mask my face. I was walking to the room where my appointment was and I

didn’t get very far before I was going to pass out from lack of oxygen. Fortunately a patient advocate was walking next to me and

he quickly got a wheelchair for me. Otherwise I would have been on the ^oor.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sai73491, I grew up with a parent who was quite unthinkingly cruel, twice extremely violent, but tried to propogandise, as soon as

I could talk, that she was a kind, caring parent and that I was basically an ungrateful, uncaring SOB. I believed and suffered guilt

from this for years until I began to gain some painful insights and relief from the burden. It does give you a very different

perspective on messages from 'authority' and the urge to  maybe double and treble-check whatever is being portrayed from on

high. Having said that, the UK (that country where everything sucks) is not known as the 'Sceptic Isles' for nothing  ;-)  

This guy has something to demonstrate about masks:  www.facebook.com/.../826017271435571  And this (thanks to someone

here for the link yesterday) is a shocking account from a UK funeral director having contact with the bereaved families and

relevant medical staff - it takes a while to get going but the MIDAZOLAM nursing home detail is pretty horrendous:

rumble.com/vm9r55-undertaker-this-is-euthanasia-depopulation-daily-cha..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Graphene is also in the chemtrails and 5G and military-grade radars (for which measuring instruments are not available) can be

used for in^uencing mob behavior. People cannot sleep all over the country. War of abrasion against the masses. Tired people

are more impressionable and easier to control. The muzzle also contains another two carcinogens, apart from graphene.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has always been crystal clear to me.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s turning them into zombies
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Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@sai

I think there is something in a lot of people's water that has know effects on the human brain. A lot of people have ^uoridated

water. Perhaps this has a part to do with it?
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Su.ce to say they are LYING about everything.   People go to the hospital and the tents and say they are empty.  They just send them

home with medication leaving them quite surprised; if this virus thing even exists.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The virus doesn't exist. The "virus thing" does. Diagnosis included a fraudulent test and symptoms that emerged after the 5G

installations worldwide. As 5G will stay, so will "Covid."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many reports of "infections", "new cases", "outbreaks"...where people are sent home to "self isolate"...absolutely no mention of

any of them being sick! It's all part of the illusion - Movie Magic!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My employer is a perfect example of this. They are fully compliant. They follow all of the CDC's rules! Here's my problem. The

same 20% of employees keep getting tested due to "contact tracing" and they keep testing POSITIVE! In 18 months, only 1

person actually had symptoms and got hospitalized. He was obese and had type-2 diabetes. Even he survived 2 weeks of being

on a ventilator and is back at work. I've been tested 5 times with 5 negatives (I always test negative). 99% of this is a lie. If you

have no symptoms you are not sick/infected.
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Joined On 1/22/2020 11:50:09 AM
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Wow! Never knew this - counted as unvaccinated for Krst 2 weeks
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jamNjim
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It's actually 6+ weeks. You get the Krst jab and wait a month for the 2nd jab and then 2 weeks later you are considered

vaccinated. Most of the people dying from this vaccine are over the age of 75 and are in nursing homes. They die way before the

end of the 6 weeks. The cause of death is always labeled COVID19, not the vaccine!! They did die from Covid-19, but the cause of

the Covid-19 infection was ADE from the vaccine.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only real Pandemic is that of lies, coming mainly from technocrats and politicians and spread by the prestitutes of the mainstream

media.  Drastic measures including conKnement to prison cells and ultimately for the superspreaders, death by lethal injection, are

urgently needed.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed. The lethal injections are called vaccines. They don't even have to incarcerate those, who refuse, only taze them and

force-jab them... Coming to your neighborhood with illegals dressed up as National Guard and armed to the teeth.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And trying to starve people into submission by cutting them out of the economy.

This is why so many religious commenters here think it's the Mark of the Beast. I believe it's meant to soften us up for that--if it

isn't the real McCoy yet.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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nationalKle.com/report-pKzer-vaccine-conKrmed-to-cause-neurodegener..
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has already been said in a thousand ways! If they are not vaccines in the conventional sense, then the news would be how

many have mobilized to ban all of them and have succeeded. As long as that is not true, we are going around in circles,

commenting on the details of how we are being hanged ... with our consent.
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Fedupwithelies
Joined On 2/24/2021 8:03:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Call it what it is. Statistics are simply propaganda.
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metrologys
Joined On 9/12/2016 1:39:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to my personal experience, family & friends in USA and abroad no one got COVID-19 or it’s variants after double vaccination.

Only that we see are the ones in red GOP controlled States have very high serious fatalities speciKcally among the unvaccinated. Please

stop playing politics over health issues.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is POLITICAL.... as proven by the "win" in California.... the mail in votes ruled the outcome.... so they have to keep this pandemic

alive and thriving so they can keep mailing out those ballots and winning!  Yes, the mail in ballots can only be sent because of fear of

death or sickness.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry, Dr. Mercola, but there is something wrong with your opinions. I have never in my entire life known anybody who has died of the

^u or be hospitalized because of it. And yet in the past year I know a dozen people who have been in the hospital with covid and about a

dozen more who have died, the very last a young woman who was pregnant, in her 30's. They saved the baby but she died.  There is no

truth with a capital T regarding this, yes, pandemic. You don't have the Truth either.
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@bandersn (please respond back to conKrm that you saw this)

Here is an article from the WHO from 2018 regarding in^uenza and its effects worldwide.

Under the section "Signs and symptoms" it states "Illnesses range from mild to severe and even death. Hospitalization and death

occur mainly among high risk groups. Worldwide, these annual epidemics are estimated to result in about 3 to 5 million cases of

severe illness, and about 290 000 to 650 000 respiratory deaths."

www.who.int/.../in^uenza-  (seasonal)

So deaths do occur from in^uenza. It is just that we never heard about it before.

Just like everyday there are car accidents, casualties and deaths from these accidents. But we never hear about it. What would

happen if the media was to report these stats on the news at the same level of intensity as they did with SARS CoV2? How long

would it take before the public would start to feel scared about driving?
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Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bandersn - I'm curious as to how many of those you know who were either hospitalized or died from covid were given early

out-patient treatment, that included either hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin.  My suspicion is that none of them were.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bandersn, just go to any graveyard if you need proof of anyone dying from the ^u. Years ago, they would often times list the

cause of death on the headstone. This was especially the case for infants and young children because the parents wouldn't want

anyone to assume the child died due to negligence. Therefore, they would put on the headstone "Cause of death: 1976 Swine Flu

Pandemic".

I guess you missed the last 18 months of reports and comments on this forum concerning Covid-19 treatment protocols???

THERE IS NONE!! We do have proven treatments for Covid-19 and NONE of them are FDA approved. So, when you get sick from

Covid-19 you are instructed to GO HOME, quarantine, and do NOT go to the emergency room unless you can NOT BREATHE! By

the time you turn blue in the face and get admitted to the ICU it is too late. Imagine if we treated FLU patients this way. We used

to (1930's/40's). Guess what??? A lot of people died from the ^u or the secondary infection (pneumonia or bronchitis) that

usually follows the ^u. Just go to a graveyard and look at the people that died in the 30's and 40's. A lot of headstones say "cause

of death: FLU".
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maryl3
Joined On 9/6/2016 7:52:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course people die from the ^u.  My husband contracted the ^u while in the hospital for something else.  He almost died from

it.  His temperature rose to 106.5 while he was taking Tylenol and covered in cooling blankets.  He was in and out of

consciousness.  Perhaps the dozen people that you know who were in the hospital actually had the ^u.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you’re going to visit or spend time with someone you haven’t seen in awhile, do you divulge your “vaccine” status to them

beforehand? I ask because what if you’re visiting someone that is fully vaccinated but you are not .. and you suspect they may have

issue with your “status”? I’m just wondering is this new protocol or not? I’m having dinner tonight at a restaurant with my dad and step

mom tonight. Haven’t seen them in a whole year. They are fully jabbed and I am not. I don’t believe they know my “status”. Do I tell them

ahead of time?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will ask; but, it's NONE OF THEIR BUSINESS!
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe they know you better than you think and dinner is to help persuade you of your stupid ways. I would say yes to your

question; but don’t be alarmed if there is no dinner. Be careful of all the hugging; but just be sure your body is alkaline and

nebulize when returning home. If it a persuasion discussion, arm yourself for helping them:

www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/issue/17-how-to-detoxify-and-heal-fro..  Enjoy dinner.
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with Randyfast....It’s no ones business. My answer to people is “ there’s too many crazies on both sides of the issue , so  I

don’t answer that question for anyone!”
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My experience regarding this is don't bring it up.  I have lost many relationships over it.  This subject should join the other two

you shout talk about...politics and religion.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 6:55:52 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clanharwood - if asked, I tell the truth.  I say, "No, & I have no plans to get one of these injections.  Not only are they medically

unnecessary, but they are dangerous & I believe they need to be removed from the market".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 2:13:11 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clan, if they are vaccinated and they believe vaccines work then why would they care if anyone around them is vaccinated? You

should ask them why they are DOUBTING the vaccine? Obviously, they have doubts about the effectiveness of the vaccine or they

wouldn't care if anyone around them was vaccinated or not. I would throw it it right back at them. The vaccinated vs

unvaccinated has become a cult following. I'm not with either one. I don't belong to any cult.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 6:14:47 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

January21
Joined On 1/22/2020 11:50:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know if they're counting the unvaccinated in the same way here in the UK?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 4:01:47 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does it really matter? I guess, it does, because those who have suicided themselves with the shots (only about 5-25% contain the

mRNA) tend to get hospitalized within two weeks, which allows for the propaganda of the "Plague of the Unvaccinated."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 4:50:56 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

January21 - BBC Radio this morning stated that the majority of hospitalised are the unvaccinated, and on World Service.  I

changed over from Radio 4 in disgust only to hear the same sht.  Not one decent whistleblower amongst them...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 5:08:52 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good morning.  Wow.  It’s over.  My temp went up to 101.2 and I Knally had to take a tylenol. And a friends’ muscle relaxer for my body

aches  Around 5 yesterday afternoon. Woke up at 10 soaked bit fever gone and I just feel weak.  I never get sick!  It lasted about 30

hours. I kept nebulizing, taking Zc, C, D, Quercetin, and oil of oregano. My friend and her boyfriend were sick for days.  She said they

both went to get Regeneron shots last week, and she felt better but he still is week. My question to my Mercola family is do you have

information on this Regeneron?  It’s free here in Florida. They got 4 shots. A couple in their abdomen too. I read where it’s experimental

though and if the state is giving it away, well then I worry of course!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 1:37:32 AM
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a link to a segment on the Highwire this past week where they discuss this:

 thehighwire.com/videos/is-monoclonal-antibody-treatment-saving-lives/  I have no personal experience with them.  I used high

dose vitamin C when I got COVID.  You can learn about that at orthomolecular.org. Hope you are all better soon.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 2:34:20 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When something is free, you are the product. The FL governor has been sneaky, parading as a person for the people, yet he

sneaked into the new law that government can jab you against your will. Also, it turns out antibody "treatment" only speeds up

spike protein production by the body... Murderous ruse...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/15/2021 5:13:19 AM
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